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This is the 15th issue of Michigan Interscholastic Press 
Association’s A Cut Above, which contains the best 
of high school journalism in Michigan. The purpose 

of this publication is twofold: 1) to showcase the first-place 
winners in the MIPA Individual Category Newspaper Contest 
and 2) to act as a guide for students and advisers preparing 
contest entries for this year’s competitions.

In the following pages you will find stories and art by 
first-place winners among the five divisions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 
Middle School for newspaper. We have included category 
descriptions and judging criteria for each category. 

Schools are placed into divisions based on student 
enrollment (we use numbers from the the National Center 
for Education Statistics). Division 1 contains the largest 
schools; Division 4 contains the smallest. We try to make sure 
each division includes an equal number of schools.

We are proud of all the winners and wish we could have 
published all of them, but size and space dictated how many, 
and in some cases, which ones, were printed. Since all the 
winning entries were retyped to fit the format, we apologize if 
any errors were made in the stories. Please remember these are 
just a sampling of the stories.

If you would like to help judge entries for this year’s 
Individual Category Newspaper or Yearbook contests, please 
call the MIPA office at 517-353-6761 email mipa@msu.edu, 
or visit www.mipamsu.org/judge. Judging will take place on 
March 2, 2013, at the Michigan State University School of 
Journalism. We need you!

I’d like to thank Cheryl Pell, who retired in 2012 serving 
25 years as MIPA’s executive director; Julie Price, who served 
newspaper chairperson for the 2011-12 academic year; Lynn 
Strause, yearbook chairperson for the 2011-12 academic year, 
Diane Herder, who continues to serve as video chairperson; 
and Jeremy Whiting, MIPA’s new media chairperson. MIPA’s 
contests couldn’t happen without the hard work of these 
talented folks.

I’d also like to thank Jayna Salk and Christina Miteff, who 
helped Cheryl run the office and organize contest entries last 
year, and Anya Rath and Kelsey Parkinson, my current office 
helpers who designed this year’s edition of A Cut Above.

Finally, I’d like to thank all the wonderful advisers, the 
MIPA executive board, The State News staff members, 
professional journalists and School of Journalism faculty for 
giving up a chunk of your Saturday to come to help judge 
and encourage a new generation of journalists. Without you, 
of course, there would be no winners!

For complete information about all of the contests, please 
check out the MIPA website at www.mipamsu.org. 

Sincerely,

Jeremy W. Steele
MIPA executive director
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East Lansing, MI 48824
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News Story

foreIgN lANguAge AddITIoN AT eleMeNTAry 
level To CosT More ThAN $300,000
Betsy d’Aquila 
Traverse City east Ms

Starting with the graduation class of ’16, students are 
required to have at least two years of foreign language 
class to graduate high school. To make meeting that 
requirement easier, TCAPS school board voted 6-1 last 
month to add foreign language to the elementary school 
curriculum for third through fifth graders starting next 
year. The move will cost TCAPS approximately $301,000.

The board’s Vice President Gary Appel was the only 
member to vote against adding foreign languages to el-
ementary schools. He does not know where TCAPS is to 
find the money to fit the cost.

“[The money is] going to come from somewhere,” 
he told the Record-Eagle . “I think we’re kicking the can 
down the road.”

French, Spanish, German and American Sign 
Language are already included in the high school cur-
riculum. Students may also take Chinese or Japanese 
courses online.

“The state of Michigan increased the graduation re-
quirement for students who are currently in the seventh 
grade,” Jame McCall, executive director for elementary 
and special education, said. “In order to graduate, these 
students will have to have two years of a world language 
or an equivalent learning experience in grades K-12, pass-
ing a proficiency test.” The new emphasis on foreign lan-
guage classes is causing TCAPS to offer foreign language 
classes for grades three through five next year and include 
kindergarten through second the year after. But to fit for-
eign languages into elementary schools, they had to make 
room in the schedule. To do this, board members contem-
plated shortening music and physical education.

Many did not agree.
“Elementary music education is the foundation of the 

TCAPS music program,” band director Peter Deneen said, 
“as it paves the way for successful participation in secondary 
music offerings, including band, orchestra and choir.”

Eighth grader Zoe Gerstle is not opposed to an el-
ementary foreign language class.

“If [music and physical education] are completely 
cut then [education will change],” Gerstle said. “I think 
they’re really important. But if they’re simply just altered 
and foreign language is added, then I think it would be 
better education.”

Some research shows that a foreign language in el-
ementary school increases students’ confidence in their 
academic abilities.

But one challenge was staffing. If TCAPS elementary 
music and physical education classes had been shortened, 
about 30 teachers would have reduced time in work and 
therefore a lower salary.

“It could cut teachers,” gym teacher Deb Kehoe said. 
“I also have a son in the elementary level, and I don’t want 

his physical education time reduced at all.”
Deneen couldn’t see education without music.
“Even given the great diversity of the cultures around 

the world,” he said, “Music is something all human beings 
have in common. Granted, our music sounds different 
than that of sub-Saharan Africa or Taiwan, much like 
people from around the world look different and prefer 
different foods.”

Molly Smith ’15 had her own idea how foreign lan-
guages could be added to elementary schools without 
cutting any classes.

“Depending on how much time a day would be taken 
out for foreign language – if it was only a half-an-hour – 
that might be able to be taken out of the kids’ language 
arts time,” she said, “because foreign language helps you 
with your own language. I think that’s a big part of why 
kids take it.”

McCall said there were four options for the board of 
Education to choose from. One: don’t make any changes at 
all – keep the natural flow of middle and high schools; two: 
ad foreign language into the school day as an extra class; 
three: replace one session of physical education and one 
session of music per week to put foreign languages in their 
place; and four: provide a rotation schedule, having three 
sessions of physical education and music every 10 days.

At the cost of more than $300,000, the board’s choice 
to add a foreign language class without cutting any other 
classes was the most expensive option. If the board had 
decided to replace one session of physical education and 
music per week with an on-line component, it would 
have cost $16,000; a rotation schedule would have cost 
$96,000.

Gerstle believes the board’s choice is best for the district.
“If we could compromise by taking out a little bit of 

everything and adding in foreign language,” she said,” 
we’d still have everything, but I think that would be a 
good situation.”

Spanish and English as a Second Language (ESL) 
teacher Margaret Weinzapfel believes in an elementary 
foreign language course for students.

“Not only would students have the opportunity to be-
gin learning material early that will help them earn their 
minimum two year requirement for high school gradua-
tion,” she said,” but more importantly, studies have shown 
many advantages to learning languages at a younger age.”

Weinzapfel would be “thrilled” if the district were to 
add a foreign language in elementary school as her 3-year-
old daughter would get to start studying a language earlier 
than Weinzapfel did.

But many are grateful that the decision had left music 
and physical education classes intact.

“We are connected by the simple concept of ma-
nipulating sound through time,” Deenen said. “In other 
words, making music. Music of some sort is what makes 
us human.”

News story
News stories report but 
not interpret events that 
have news value and time-
liness to the publication’s 
readers. Either advance or 
follow-up stories may be 
included in this category.

guidelines
•  sharp, attention-getting lead 

that underscored news story 
importance

•  shows thorough reporting 
skills

•  effective use of facts/quotes 
from both primary and sec-
ondary sources

•  avoids opinion unless   prop-
erly attributed

•  sentences, paragraphs of 
varied lengths; written 
clearly, concisely and vividly

•  proper diction/grammar; use 
of third person

•  uses inverted pyramid or 
other appropriate story con-
struction

first place winners  
by division

1 Emily Hayward 
Rochester

2 Liam Zanyk McLean, 
Andrew Frank 
HH Dow

3 Reid Fowler 
Mona Shores

4 Brianna Strait 
Ithaca

M Betsy o’Aquila 
Traverse City east Ms
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News Analysis

Marisa Jachens & Julie leto 
Midland high school

It was 9 a.m., when Senior Kevin* woke up to find 
himself lying in a field with no recollection of how he 
got there. As Kevin tried to fight off the paramedics and 
emergency personnel, he soon realized what was going 
on. He was intoxicated and on the verge of receiving his 
fifth Minor In Possession.

“I was in a field and I accidently passed out. I was 
sleeping drunk,” Kevin said.

The sometimes easy access teens have to alcohol, 
combined with a couple of recent examples of students 
intoxicated in school, have combined to shed light on 
the phenomonon of underage drinking. Kevin was only 
15 when he received his first MIP. The police found five 
and a half gallons of alcohol with Kevin, which resulted 
in six months’ probation. When probation was up, 
Kevin continued with his old habits. This led to an addi-
tional two MIPs in the matter of one week, he said.

“I just went crazy when I got off probation,” Kevin 
said.

Over the last year, the buildup of MIPs has led 
Kevin to several stints in the Juvenile Care Center. The 
longest stay at The J.C.C was 11 weeks.

“It’s like a day care. They wake you up, you go to 
yoga, church, and substance abuse classes. The [J.C.C 
employees] think they can control you,” said junior, 
Stephen* who also spent lime in the J.C.C . Stephen was 
brought to the J.C.C because he was on probation when 
he received his MIP. He was in the car with his friends 
when they were pulled over by the police. When the 
police came to the window, they could smell the alcohol.

“Seeing all of my friends get arrested wasn’t cool,” 
Stephen said.

After being released from the J.C.C, Stephen was 
giving a probation officer and a list of rules to obey by.

“You have to follow curfew, pass all of your classes, 
listen to your parents, and also have to pee in front of 
them,” Stephen said.

 “[My parents] worry about me getting in trouble. 
It’s expensive. They think I’m going to go from this, to 
jail, to prison,” Stephen said.

Counselor Nancy Bussineau worked at the J.C.C 
for five years. Bussineau worked as a Midland Public 
Schools Teacher in Day Treatment. Students in Day 
Treatment stay at the J.C.C from 7:30 A.M. till 7:30 
P.M. This program helps get kids back on the right 
track.

“There is little discipline, which makes the job easier. 
Former students come back and visit me. You build a 
strong relationship with them,” Bussineau said.

Minors with more serious charges are kept in deten-
tion in the back of the J.C.C. Juveniles in Day Treat-
ment are more likely to have charges such as MIPs or 
breaking-and-entering.

When a minor is caught, a report is sent to the 
prosecutor and then is sent to probate court. The minor 
receives a court date. The punishment depends on the 
person’s record and cooperation with the police. A first 
offense is often punished with probation. When a stu-
dent is suspected of being under the influence, a PBT 
(preliminary breath test) is offered. PBT is a device used 
for estimating the blood alcohol content from a breath 
sample. Breathalyzer is a brand name for a PBT. A per-
son receiving an MIP for the first time will get a proba-
tion officer. Repeat offenders will be sent to the J.C.C or 
face possible jail time.

“It’s nice to know the [blood alcohol level.] People 
can die [from alcohol]. A PBT measures the level. If you 
don’t get a PBT, you can still get an MIP,” said Officer 
Jeremy Davis.

If a minor is sober and caught with alcohol, they can 
still get an MIP. Even if a PBT isn’t given, a minor will 
still receive an MIP, Davis said.

 A juvenile record is always there until the age of 30 
and is not released to the public. When an adult reaches 
30, the juvenile record is permanently destroyed

 Junior, Megan* is currently going through this 
process. Megan and a group of friends decided to drive 
around and drink before a Homecoming after-party.

 Megan said she showed up to the party very intoxi-
cated and wasn’t allowed inside. She began throwing up 
and her parents were called.

 In less than a three week period, the police showed 
up at Megan’s house more than once.

 “My dad was upset I got in trouble. He has a posi-
tion in law enforcement and is worried I’m going to ruin 
his name,” Megan said. “My mom just says that it’s in 
the court’s hands and we just have to work with what we 
are given.”

 Megan has been given a court date on November 
3. The charges that will be brought upon Megan are un-
known. She and her family hope that it is just an MIP.

 “Drinking under 21 is bad, but it’s what kids do. It 
sucks that it happened but we have to deal with what we 
are give,” Megan said.

 Anyone who is under the age of 21 and possesses 
alcohol is violating the state law. If a student is 16 years 
or younger and are given an MIP, their parents are con-
tacted.

 If a student is intoxicated at school, they are sus-
pended for 3-10 days. Assistant Principal Kandis Pritch-
ett has dealt with many of these cases.

News Analysis
Stories should be interpre-
tive by nature, not straight 
news stories. The elements 
of “why” and “how” should 
be examined through 
thorough research, but the 
writer’s opinions  should 
not be expressed. 

guidelines
•  sharp, attention-getting 

lead that underscores news 
story importance

•  clarifies the news elements, 
i.e. timeliness, nearness, 
impact,  
prominence

•  clarifies through research 
the background necessary 
to understand current news

•  develops an understand-
ing of the issues/problems 
through interviews with 
varied and balanced sourc-
es.

•  avoids personal opinions 
unless properly attributed

•  sentences, paragraphs of 
varied lengths, written 
clearly, concisely and vividly

•  effective use of facts/ 
quotes from both primary 
and secondary sources

•  proper diction/grammar; 
use of third person

first place winners  
by division

1 Marisa Jachens & Julie 
leto 
Midland

2 Sam Frederick & Greg 
Jackson 
Wiley E. Groves

3 Hunter Foote 
Forest Hills Eastern

4 Kate Summers 
Community

M Julia Russo 
West Hills MS

CAughT IN The ACT
students caught drinking face a variety of charges. first 
time offenders face probation, but minors with more 
than one offense are faced with possible jail time

see Caught, continued on page 6
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Editorial

Beloved, WATerlANd should 
Be reTAINed; ATTeMPT To BAN AP 
Novels MIsguIded
staff 
Plymouth Canton educational Park

We have a riddle for you: what entangles teachers, 
parents, administrators and students in a mess of meetings 
and decisions and wrecks havoc on the entire curriculum 
that forms the basis of a college level course? The answer: 
P-CEP parents attempting to ban books from the AP 
English course.

It’s as though we have just stepped off a time machine.  
When did censorship become part of a school society 
again? We can fully understand that parents are concerned 
about the content that their children are exposed to, but 
the actions that this particular group of parents has taken 
has gone a step too far.

First of all, parents, we are in high school. As several 
Perspective staff members who have taken the Park’s AP 
English class or are currently enrolled, we can say with 
confidence that the content briefly detailed on those pages 
of Graham Swift’s “Waterland” and the themes of Toni 
Morrison’s “Beloved” are not any sort of news flash to a 
high school student.

In addition, we feel it our responsibility to remind the 
group protesting such books in the curriculum that AP 
English is in fact a college course. This implies that both 
the workload and the material included in the course will 
be mature, beyond that of a regular high school course. 
And while parents may have been appeased in a high 

school setting, mommies and daddies will not be able 
to beat down the Dean’s door when their student is in 
college and reading a piece of literature that they

“inappropriate.”
Further, all AP English teachers send home a syllabus 

that is signed by parents and students. This document 
clearly states that the material discussed in the class will 
require students to be mature. So, parents, you should 
have been aware the literature used in class would be 
college level literature that discusses college level topics.

High school needs to become the time that students 
become their own person. We find it unacceptable that 
parents concerned about their child reading an invaluable 
piece of literature compromise the integrity of the course 
for the rest of the students, and are still speaking on 
behalf of their student. Students, if you feel that what 
you are reading is inappropriate and you wish to not be 
required to read the piece, talk to your teacher. Substitute 
novels are available and teachers are more than willing to 
work with you.  

It is our duty to protect the novels that comment on 
the world we live in, as they not only offer insight, but 
help to prepare students for the work and the content that 
they will face in college.

We live in the 21st century. We go to a school with 
more than 6,000 people. The Park and the district have 
the power to set the precedent, and we cannot let that 
precedent be censorship. End of story.

editorial
Editorials should repre-
sent the opinion of the 
staff, editors or editorial 
board on a timely news 
matter of concern to the 
school, community, state, 
nation or world. They may 
express appreciation, offer 
interpretation or attempt 
to deal with problems. 
Editorials are not to be 
bylined, signed or ini-
tialed, or in any way iden-
tified as being the opinion 
of the writer(s).

guidelines
•  topic relevant to interest 

and/or welfare of school or 
students

•  wins reader interest with 
impelling lead

•  presents evidence/interpre-
tation in logical sequence

•  states issues; uses effective  
examples, facts and  
comparisons to clarify

•  deals with specific issue; 
avoids preaching and rheto-
ric cliches

•  shows sufficient thought 
and research

•  sentences, paragraphs of 
varied length; written clearly, 
concisely and vividly

•  proper diction/grammar

first place winners  
by division

1 staff 
Plymouth Canton 
educational Park

2 Staff 
Seaholm

3 Elizabeth Washnock-Schmid 
Fenton

4 Staff 
Ithaca

M Olivia Lang 
Pierce MS
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Bylined Opinion Article

liz Marton
fenton high school

 Grab a piece of paper. The size, shape and color 
don’t matter as long as it’s flat and smooth.
 Now destroy it. Crumple it up, stomp on it or turn 
it into a paper airplane and throw it into the wall until it 
can’t fly anymore. Just don’t rip it.
 Now smooth it out. Flatten out the wrinkles and 
brush off any dirt. Make it perfect again.
 Notice that the wrinkles might fade, but the creases 
where the paper was abused and bent out of shape will 
never go away. They are always going to be a part of 
that paper. You can try to cover them up with paint or 
markers; you can pretend it is perfect again. But it will 
never be.
 Go try the same thing on that weird boy in second 
hour who likes to play piano and dresses kind of funny, 
almost like a girl. Push him into lockers. Stomp on his 
hopes and dreams and fears. Call him a girl and a freak 
and make sure the wounds scar him. Point him out in 

the hallways and laugh because he is gay or bi or trans- 
some sort of terrible affliction.
 After all, everyone else is doing it. Why shouldn’t 
you?
 Five weeks later, he is dead. No official information 
has been released, but he hasn’t been back to school. 
People are saying that he didn’t die heroically in a stand 
against a mass murderer with his little sister’s life on the 
line. He killed himself in a closet, hanging desperately 
from the ceiling in a vain attempt to hide away from the 
world.
 Because of you.
 This isn’t a fairy tale. This is real life; this is the sort 
of thing that actually happens. And it happens all the 
time.
 Bulling isn’t just a one-time thing in which a 
student shoves another kid inot the lockers. Bullying 
is a constant assault of hatred, pain anger and violence 
that breaks a person down on the inside and turns the 
entire world gray. It is disrespect and degradation. And it 
cannot be allowed in schools. 

Bylined opinion
Articles of personal opinion, 
which carry the byline of 
the writer(s), may comment 
on any subject of interest 
(including sports) and/
or concern of the readers, 
or may express dissent 
from the majority opinion 
expressed in editorials.

guidelines
•  topic relevant to interest 

and/or welfare of school or 
students

•  wins reader interest with 
impelling lead

•  presents evidence/interpre-
tation in logical sequence

•  states issues; uses effective  
examples, facts and  
comparisons to clarify

•  deals with specific issues; 
avoids preaching, rhetoric 
and cliches

•  shows sufficient thought 
and knowledge of subject, 
developed with personal 
style

•  sentences, paragraphs of 
varied length; written clearly, 
concisely and vividly

•  proper diction/grammar

first place winners  
by division

1 Megan Isom 
Howell

2 Kara Kitze & Catherine 
Blotner 
Detroit Country Day

3 liz Martin 
fenton

4 Eric Berry 
Stockbridge

M Cooper Myers 
West Hills MS

BullyINg MeANs NoThINg lefT To lIve 
for; uNCoNNeCTed, lefT ouT, shuT ouT

 When a teacher thinks a student is intoxicated in class, 
they send an email to Mrs. Pritchett expressing their con-
cerns.

 If this were to occur, a student is sent a pass to go to 
the office. When they get to the office, one of the principals 
asks asks them a few questions and tries to figure out if their 
assumptions are correct. If a student is indeed intoxicated, 
Davis is called. 

“We don’t go looking for [intoxicated students]. They 
feel bad that this it is happening. They really do care about 
the students,” Pritchett said.

After a student returns from the suspension, the staff 
wants to support them as much as they can. If the students 
agrees, the staff helps them find resources in the community 
to help them with the problems they are facing, Pritchett 
said. 
“People make mistakes,” she said. “These mistakes don’t 
define them. We understand that they are good students 
that just made a bad choice.”
A Minor In Possession is a civil infraction, not a crime; 
therefore, it is not released to the public. If someone receives 
a second MIP, it goes on their driving record and their 
license is suspended. Someone can receive an MIP for either 
alcohol or tobacco. 
 Possession of marijuana is treated very differently.
 Possession of marijuana is a Class A misdemeanor 
or Class C felony. It depends on a person’s prior criminal 
record. If a person has enough marijuana, it can become a 
trafficking charge. 
 In December of 2010, junior Marshall, who agreed 
to give his first name, was charged with possession of 

marijuana. Marshall was outside at the Midland High 
softball fields when Officer Davis walked up. Davis found 
marijuana in Marshall’s bag. The Juvenile Care Center was 
called and Marshall spent the next two months in lock up.
 “[Lock up] is very confined and away from the world.” 
Marshall said.
 Marshall said he has also two MIP’s and a shoplifting 
charge.
 “I was at a friend’s house [when I got an MIP] The 
neighbors called the police, Marshall said. “Someone got 
blood alcohol poisoning. I stayed at a friend’s house till the 
police got me two days later. [My] parents were mad and 
disappointed.”
 Marshall has been sober since April 19. Marshall and 
girlfriend, a junior named Hannah, made a sober pact 
together. The two juniors have decided to stay away from 
drugs and alcohol together.
 “I’m glad he changed. It took long enough,” said 
Hannah. Synder was worried about what people thought 
about him and wanted to change for everyone, including 
himself.
 Marshall isn’t as worried about his future as Hannah 
is. The two hope to attend Saginaw Valley State University. 
Hannah hopes to pursue a career in social work and 
Marshall wants to be a photographer. For all of these teens, 
their minor in possessions will be in the back of their mind 
and they hope to move on with their future.
 “It’s a stressful lifestyle,” Synder said, “and seeing other 
kids doing it, I couldn’t do that again.”

*Names have been changed

Caught, continued from page 4
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Review

guidelines
•  sharp, attention-getting 

lead that clarifies subject
•  gives short summary or 

adequate information about 
subject

•  discusses strengths and  
weaknesses of subject

•  uses specific examples to 
support opinion

•  displays knowledge of sub-
ject

•  shows thought and research
•  colorful, lively presentation; 

effective form/style
•  proper diction/grammar

review
Review should present 
opinions, observations 
and evaluations of film, 
books, television, record-
ings, concerts, plays, res-
taurants and other things 
of interest to the paper’s 
readers.

first place winners  
by division

1 Olivia Porath 
Howell

2 James Ketalaar 
Portage Central

3 Mara Stein 
Andover

4 Monica Shammas 
Mercy

M Kory Cole 
Traverse City East MS 

James Ketelaar
Portage Central high school

Book one: “Twilight”

Plot Summary:
Bella Swan is an edgy girl. You can tell this because 

she reads BOOKS. Books by Jane Austen and Emily 
Bronte. And she read ‘em BEFORE her school did. And 
then she meets a sparkly and ungodly attractive vampire 
named Edward Cullen who breaks into her house at 
night and watches her sleep. And then they fall in love.

Personal Reaction:
Okay, yeah. This is probably the worst book I’ve ever 

read. But that’s fine. I can at least understand it now. 
I totally see why little girls like these books. Edward 
Cullen is incredibly romantic… Except I’m pretty sure 
when your boyfriend is always warning you that he’ll 
kill you, it’s not love. It’s just death threats.

Worst Passage:
“‘Aren’t you hungry?’ he asked, distracted.
“‘No.’ I didn’t feel like mentioning that my stomach 

was already full- full of butterflies.’”

Book Two: “New Moon”

Plot Summary:
The 118-year-old Edward gets a bad case of teen 

angst and breaks up with Bella “for her own protection.” 
So, doing what any reasonable person would do, Bella 
starts dating the next most dangerous thing she can 
find: a werewolf named Jacob. The rest of the book is 
Edward’s whining and Bella not being able to choose 
between bestiality and necrophilia.

Personal Reaction:
We get it, Stephenie Meyer, you based this book on 

“Romeo and Juliet.” But that doesn’t mean you need 
every character to reference “Romeo and Juliet” at every 
possible opportunity. Every other sentence, someone 
is quoting it, or talking about it, or critiquing it, or 
something. That’s not an homage, that’s just annoying.

Worst Passage:
“‘Maybe we’ll see the super bear,’ Jacob joked.
Billy just laughed at his son. ‘Maybe you should take 

a jar of honey, just in case.’”

Book Three: “eclipse”

Plot Summary:
Bella and Edward get back together. Meanwhile, 

there’s a whole bunch of murders going on in Seattle, 
ridding the world of an awful lot of hipsters. It turns 
out that the murders are committed by an army of new 
vampires and a vampire, Victoria, who wants revenge 
on Bella for… something. And the Cullen crew and the 
werewolves temporarily become bestest friends to get rid 
of the bad vampires.

Personal Reaction:
I’m not really sure why this book exists. I mean, 

Edward proposes to Bella at the end, but that could’ve 
easily happened at the end of “New Moon.” This book 
just seems like an afterthought thrown in for some 
purpose only Stephenie Meyer can comprehend.

Worst Passage:
“‘Bella,’ he murmured, his voice warm and velvet. 

‘Would you please stop trying to take your clothes off?’
‘Do you want to do that part?’ I asked, confused.”

Book four: “Breaking dawn”

Plot Summary:
Bella and Edward get married, which means they 

can finally have sex, (because apparently the Undead 
Horde has very Christian values.) But by some vampire 
miracle, Bella gets pregnant, even though it’s supposed 
to be impossible, and no explanation is given. Then 
there’s some stuff about psychic babies and vampire 
c-sections, and I couldn’t really follow it.

Personal Reaction:
As difficult as it was to follow what this book was 

talking about, I understoon enough to be horribly 
disgusted by the super-psychic baby breaking Bella’s 
spine, and the teeth-cesarian Edward gives Bella, and 
Jacob falling in love with the baby the moment it is 
born. And yes, all of those things actually happen. 
Including the werewolf-baby relationship.

Worst Passage:
“I lifted my head and kissed him with a passion that 

might have possibly set the forest on fire. I wouldn’t 
have noticed.”

Ed. Note: Very difficult choice. This whole book is 
God-awful.

AN ATTeMPT To Be A TWIhArd
James Ketelaar’s ‘Twilight’ Journals
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Feature Column

 Almost a year ago, I’d been in need of more 
volunteer hours for National Honors Society. For 
the most part, my volunteer work hadn’t consisted of 
anything too strenuous. It had mostly been helping as a 
camp counselor at my church’s summer program. Then 
one of my friends asked if I could help with volunteer 
work at a soup kitchen, and without much thought, I 
agreed. After all, I did need the hours.
 So one ordinary Sunday, we drove to the center 
of Lansing, just near the Capitol. My first thought was 
fear. We had to make sure to lock the car, and hide all 
our belongings under the seats, just in case someone 
trespassed. Then while we walked towards the entrance 
of the plain white building, we had to pass by the people 
waiting in line for the kitchen to open. Surprised by the 
number of people in need, I was suddenly only too aware 
of my name brand coat, my new cell phone resting in 
my pocket. I felt ashamed of them. I noted the worn 
out jackets and clothes the homeless people wore, and I 
wished they couldn’t see me in my own warm jacket. I 
felt like a spoiled child. I’d never had to work hard for the 
possessions I had, or known any hardship. My parents 
had just given them to me.
 The man in charge of the soup kitchen had a kind 
face that made you feel comfortable in his presence. 
He wore a simple pair of overalls, and walked around 
the kitchen giving orders. I was in charge of the mixed 
vegetables, and as I looked at the food, it didn’t look 
too terrible. I’d always had this ignorant imagination of 
a lumpy, gray bowl of porridge in a dark, dreary room. 
This room was brightly lit, with well washed tables 
and plenty of room. The food was barbecue chicken, 
rolls and mixed vegetables. It almost reminded me of a 
school cafeteria. 

 That was until the kitchen opened. And I realized 
yet again that the people coming in were nothing like 
rowdy students in a cafeteria.
 One man had duct taped his shoes. There was a 
woman wearing everything you could think of, but not a 
thing matched. I could only imagine where she’d found 
the plastic string of pearls, the wool sweater and brightly 
colored scarves. I scooped the vegetables onto a plate 
silently, trying not to think too much about each person 
who passed through the doors. I tried not to consider that 
everything they wore was most likely everything they had. 
I tried not to worry about where these people went after 
they left, knowing it wouldn’t be anything like my house 
I’d always taken for granted.
 When I left the soup kitchen, I took what I’d seen 
to heart. I had never imagined so many people being 
hungry in one city. And I’d never seen so many people act 
so grateful. In my school cafeteria, I watch people throw 
away plates of food and leave trash on the floor. Ignorant, 
I knew most students didn’t see how lucky they were to 
eat in a cafeteria and then have the opportunity to gain an 
education.
 At the soup kitchen, I hadn’t seen anyone throw 
away a plate of food. And some of the people even stayed 
afterwards to help clean up the tables these people were 
grateful for that one meal.
 The lesson I took with me that day I hope will stay 
with me for a long time. I hope I’ll never complain about 
the food in the cafeteria, and I hope I’ll never leave my 
trash on the floor for the lunch ladies to clean up for 
me. I hope I feel a sense of safety every time I put on my 
warm coat during the winter, and each time I got to sleep 
at night with a roof over my head. Because few times do I 
realize, that some people don’t.

feature Column
Each entry must consist of 
two examples of  
feature and/or opinion 
columns under the same 
standing head from  
different issues of the 
paper, authorized by the 
same writer(s). Columns 
must carry bylines or 
other writer identification 
to indicate the personal 
nature of the content.

guidelines
•  sharp, attention-getting 

leads
•  express personal opinions; 

uses consistent style
•  reflects thought/research,  

freshness, individuality
•  effective use of facts/ 

quotes or supporting mate-
rial

•  informative, interesting,  
entertaining

•  upholds journalistic integ-
rity

•  sentences, paragraphs of  
varied length; written  
clearly, concisely an vividly

• proper diction/grammar

first place winners  
by division

1 Pallavi Vadapalli 
Novi

2 Ashley McDonald 
Waterford Kettering

3 Jackson Byam 
East Grand Rapids

4 Amanda dedic 
laingsburg

M Kory Cole 
Traverse City East MS

dIsCoverINg A NeW PersPeCTIve oN lIfe
Amanda dedic 
laingsburg high school
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Pro/Con Editorial Columns

guidelines
• topics relevant to interests 

and/or welfare of school or 
students

• two pieces, while offering 
opposing views, are consis-
tent in style and tone

• both pieces win reader inter-
est with impelling leads

• present evidence/interpreta-
tion in logical sequence

• state issue; uses effective 
examples, facts and compari-
sons to clarify

• deal with specific issue; 
avoids preaching, rhetoric 
and clichés

• show sufficient thought and 
knowledge of subject, devel-
oped with personal style

• sentences, paragraphs of 
varied length; written clearly, 
concisely and vividly

• proper diction/grammar

Pro/Con editorial
Each entry must
• have two (2) columns that 
express opposing viewpoints 
on one topic
• the columns should be writ-
ten by two people and featured 
on one page of the opinion/
editorial section
• both columns should be 
glued to the same entry form
• have a standing head that 
indicates the pro/con nature of 
the package
• carry bylines or other writer 
identification to indicate the 
personal
opinion nature of the content
• a school may submit a second 
entry in this category, and the 
pieces may be written by the 
same columnists or combina-
tion including one of the same 
columnists.

first place winners  
by division

1 Mekarem Eljamal & Sabra 
Satz-Kojis 
Pioneer

2 Hira Asghar & Ali Fulling 
Portage Central

3 emily Tarnaski & sirah 
Camara 
dexter

4 Amanda George & Aimee 
Dedic 
Laingsburg

M Katie Moove & Maggie 
Favier 
East Hills MS

The soCIAl NeTWorK deBATe
does facebook or Twitter offer the most bang for the buck when it 
comes to social media?
facebook
emily Tarnaski, dexter high school

When I found out about the “Words with Friends” 
app on facebook, I was ecstatic. You can play Scrabble? 
With your friends, instantly? This just made life happier. 
And unless I’m mistaken, I can’t play Scrabble with my 
friends instantly on Twitter, can I? Or any game for that 
matter. This is just one of the many advantages Facebook 
has over Twitter.

When using Facebook, I have the ability to stalk the 
entire world. On the other hand, there is hardly on Twit-
ter to creep on. I don’t know about you, but I love to 
creep on the people who I haven’t seen in five years, and I 
love to stealthily look up my fellow classmates to see what 
they have been up to. 

By mastering stalking, I can find out many things: 
what the person who dropped out of school is doing now 
or which hot guy someone is going out with.

When using Twitter, the person I am stalking knows 
I’m stalking them because they can see who is “following” 
them. 

We Facebook users are classier. We keep that sort of 
thing a secret.

Also, on Twitter, I can’t do nearly as good of a job 
figuring out who a person is from his or her profile. If I 
can figure out someone’s life from their Twitter profile, I 
know they are one of those annoying tweeters. I’m talk-
ing about those people who tweet their every action. Talk 
about obnoxious.

People don’t care that you “can’t stop coughing,” your 
“bangs aren’t laying flat” or that you’re “bored and have 
no one to talk to.” I don’t care about your problems. Why 
don’t you get off Twitter and fix them? Thanks.  
@Afrikan_Swagg, I’m talking to you. At least we have 
Facebook, where there are other things to look at besides 
status updates.

Facebook is also easier to understand than Twitter. 
On Facebook, I can comment right below a status or on 
a photo, but on Twitter, I have to tag the person in a post 
and then look back in my “mentions” to see if a person 
commented. And if someone did, I have to tag them 
again if I want to respond to them. That’s too much ef-
fort.

This is not the only confusing thing about Twitter. 
There is also a way to categorize your tweets by using a 
hashtag. You put a pound sign before some words in your 
tweet, but the thing you say after the pound sign cannot 
have any spaces between it.#Thiscanbecomeverydifficultto
readandIdonotgetthepointofit.
 Another downside to Twitter is I can only say what I 
want to say in 140 characters. That last sentence is more 
than half of what I could have said, if it were a tweet. Not 
cool
 So the next time you are faced with the familiar 
Facebook login page, go ahead and press enter because the 

whole world will be at your fingertips. 
Twitter
sirah Camara,dexter high school

Twitter and Facebook find themselves at opposite 
ends of a heated battle for supremacy. Where do I, “@Af-
rikan_Swaggg,” sand on the side of this argument? Twitter, 
obviously.

Have you ever Facebook-stalked someone? Don’t even 
lie. I know you have. Who hasn’t? but while Facebook is, in 
part, meant for stalking, you have not stalked someone until 
you have Twitter-stalked them.

Looking through pictures on Facebook is not as satisfy-
ing as looking through tweets. On Facebook, I  am only able 
to see things from the past. I cannot see what a person is 
doing at this exact moment.

On Twitter, not only am I able to know everything 
people are doing, but also view pictures attached to tweets. 
This allows stalkers to master their creep session.

People tweet every detail of their lives and don’t leave 
anything out. For example, one recent tweet from a stu-
dent reads “@tcasss: watching step brothers while working 
out>>>”. Facebook, makes it more difficult to learn every 
detail of someone’s life because it involves too  many clicks of 
the mouse. 

While I enjoy stalking time, I am bound to encounter 
hilarious people who create parody accounts of celebrities. 
Twitter is made for this.

For example, Will Ferrell is parodied by the account @
FillWerrell. Some tweets including, “@FillWerrell: Dear 
Snooki, You’re fat, orange and love lasagna? Reeeaaal origi-
nal… Sincerely, Garfield” and “@FillWerrell: I hate it when 
I try to hug someone sexy, but end up headbutting the mir-
ror.”

Where else can you see “@FillWerrell: Dear girls who 
take pictures in the bathroom, I’m taking a dump in the stall 
behind you. Sincerely, don’t forget to tag me?” Nowhere.

Another thing Twitter offers is the ability to get my in-
nermost thoughts out.

You mad, bro? Tweet it out.
You sad, bro? Tweet it out.
You happy, bro? Tweet it out.
Freshmen bump you in the hall way? Tweet it out.
You on that “sweat pants, hair tied, chillin’ with no make 

up on” swag? Tweet it out.
Other than its immense stalking opportunities and the 

possibility for emotional binging, Twitter also offers great 
entertainment. Epecially during a Twitter fight. To be able 
to watch a catty, live-action fight unfolding on my timeline 
every time I refresh it, is like the feeling of opening presents 
on Christmas morning. Pure joy.

In this battle between Twitter and Facebook, there is one 
clear winner. The amount of power one has on Twitter is 
greater than what one has on Facebook. There are no limits 
to tweets. It’s your Twitter. The power is in your hands. Join 
the dark side. Get at me @Afrikan_Swaggg.
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In-Depth Feature

guidelines
•  lead captures attention, 

arouses curiosity
•  topic relevant to interests 

and/or welfare of schools or 
students

•  extensive, intensive and 
thorough investigation

•  effectively combines basics 
of good news and feature 
writing

•  effectively organized with 
smooth transitions; carefully 
outlined

•  sentences, paragraphs of 
varied length; clearly writ-
ten clearly, concisely and 
vividly

•  proper diction/grammar
•  balanced and fair presenta-

tion

In-depth feature
This is a single story, which 
may contain a sidebar or 
infographic from the same 
author. This is not a spread 
or a special section. Entries 
should concern subjects 
of a substantive and con-
temporary nature and go 
beyond the surface facts, 
give the reader detailed 
background information 
with interpretation based 
upon the facts and back-
ground information and 
often (but not necessarily) 
an analysis as to its mean-
ing It is an elaboration of 
the WHY. Multiple sources 
are necessary.

first place winners  
by division

1 John Cherette 
Grand Haven

2 Simon Schuster 
Seaholm

3 Nathan Moore, Briana 
sparks & saisha Johnson 
southfield

4 Brianna Loomis 
Ithaca

M Megan Eshleman 
Traverse City East

PlAgIArIsM 101
The ugly truth about the common practice of passing 
someone else’s work off as your own
Nathan Moore, Briana sparks & saisha Johnson
southfield high school

It happens all the time, according to teachers.
Students have an essay due, so they turn on the 

computer, go to Wikipedia, left-click on the mouse to copy, 
enter Microsoft Word, and paste paragraph after paragraph 
of some else’s words. After removing a few hyperslings, 
increasing the font size and deleting telltale words they don’t 
unterstand just in case they’re caught, they press print.

In an outright example of plagiarism, which is stealing the 
ideas or words of someone else and passing it off as your own.

Nevertheless, according to a study of high school 
students conducted by professors at Rutgers University, 51 
percent of high school students admit not citing sources from 
websites when copying sentences for a paper, and 15 percent 
admitted to turning a paper largely taken from a website or 
a paper mill (a service that sells essays and papers online). 
Whether it’s an expository essay about medieval economic 
practices, or a research paper on the life of animals in 
captivity, high school students and even college students are 
tempted by the ease of plagiarism, void of any and all creative 
though processes. What many high school students are 
unaware of, however, is that the consequences for plagiarism 
can be severe.
 
Why plagiarize

According to the University of Alberta’s website, students 
plagiarize due to internal factors such as procrastination and 
disorganization, lack of research skills, confusion between 
plagiarism and paraphrasing and external factors, such as peer 
pressure from friends. 

In the modern world, where information is constantly at 
fingertips and entire papers are ready to be falsely claimed as 
anyone’s with the click of a button, many students take the 
easy way out.

Check yourself
Turnitin.com is one of the many websites in existence 

that automatically checks for plagiarism, using the 140 
million source content matches in its database to identify 
inauthentic writing. According to English and Spanish 
teacher Carla Ware-Parker, not only is plagiarism rampant 
among high school students, but checking for plagiarism is a 
very time consuming task for teachers. Ware-Parker’s site of 
choice to catch students red-handed is plagiarismchecker.com

Teachers and professors sometimes pay to use 
websites likes these, where they set up accounts and have 
their students send their papers to them, allowing for 
instant analysis of plagiaristic laziness. These sites have 
recently become central and are growing in popularity in 
the information age to allow professors and high school 
teachers to help their students identify plagiarism and 
take proper action.

Plagiarism is unfortunate, says Ware-Parker, “because 

the teacher now questions your integrity and you don’t learn 
along the way.”

In high school, Advanced Placement Coordinator Kara 
Shuell suggests that students often don’t realize the error 
of their ways. “Kids don’t understand that when they take 
things from the Internet, they have to acknowledge it,” Shuell 
said. A former AP English teacher, Shuell has seen all sorts 
of plagiarism, from poems to whole papers. She says teachers 
“learn the voice of a writer and read something and know the 
writing style.” This way they are able to quickly identify when 
a student plagiarizes.

high school penalties
Consequences in high school can range from warnings 

to parent-teacher conferences and even possible suspensions, 
not to mention taking a failing grade. In addition to not 
learning and growing as a student, plagiarizing can leave a 
lasting scar on your character.

College penalties
In college, the risk one takes when plagiarizing 

is often much greater than in high school. Hampton 
University Admissions Officer Omar Howard says 
colleges often choose to reject students with plagiarism 
in their past or with evidence of plagiarism in their 
admissions essay. “We usually would not accept students 
who have been found guilty of plagiarizing, but if so, it 
would solely be at the discretion of the provost or head 
of Admissions.”

Even before enrolling as a college student, admissions 
officers can potentially submit an admissions essay to an 
online service such as Turnitin.com or Writecheck.com 
to catch an applicant in the act. Once admitted, students 
still must maintain their academic integrity.

University of Michigan-Dearborn Admissions 
Officer Charley Eaton says students who break the 
University’s code of honor are liable to receive failing 
grades and even expulsion from the school. Plagiarism 
undoubtedly leads to the demise of one’s academic 
character which, if ever proven, can mar an academic 
career forever, Eaton said.

Ware-Parker, a University of Michigan grad herself, 
says that choosing not to plagiarize in college was an 
easy one. Her “fear of being kicked out of school, fear 
of losing all that money invested, fear of ruining my 
reputation” kept her on the right track.

Purdue University’s Online Writing Lab (OWL) has 
some advice for students in high school and college. One of 
the best ways to resist plagiarizing is to gain confidence in 
your own academic ability, OWL advises. That means taking 
your time when writing papers and always remembering to 
cite sources, whether it be a website, book or news source, 
OWL advises. And know that it’s a bad idea to paraphrase 
entire pages of information because at the end of the day, 
your paper will still reflect academic dishonesty. 
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Informative Feature

Julia vannatter
Traverse City east Middle school

 Students’ home lives impact their school 
performance—grades specifically. It’s a topic that 
educators are familiar with, but policy makers often 
ignore, according to a Dec. 11, 2011, story in The New 
York Times. According to the article, in every country, 
students in a lower economic bracket scored lower on 
standardized tests than those who were more advantaged 
at home.
 As many as 20 percent of the children in the United 
States live in poverty, meaning they are likely to be less 
successful academically. TCAPS educated approximately 
550 students who are classified as homeless each year, 
which can mean they’re struggling with poverty too, 
according to the Students in Transition Empowerment 
Program (STEP). STEP is a free program that helps to 
support students classified as homeless.
 At East Middle School (EMS) there are currently 
about 30 students who are classified as homeless and 
who may be facing poverty. But that doesn’t mean they 
are necessarily held back in school. About 15 of those 
students are currently on the East Honor Roll.
 “Disadvantaged students may be trying to think 
of how to survive so their minds are elsewhere,” Amy 
Dunscombe, sixth grade math teacher said. “Like if you’re 
hungry, cold, sick or tired, you can’t do your best.”
 But homelessness is not the only indicator of 
poverty. Some students have a home, but their families 
still struggle to make ends meet. If a child is raised in a 
less fortunate home and basic needs are not met, they are 
more likely to do poorly in school, according to Carol 

Stetler, social worker at East.
 “Poverty has a huge impact on teens,” Stetler said. 
“If there is not enough money for clothes or food, it 
affects how you feel about yourself and it affects your self 
esteem. It can be embarrassing, cause social issues and it 
can be emotional.”
 Research supports that view. According to data from 
the National Assessment of Educational Progress, there 
is a large connection between poor test performance in 
reading and math and child/teen poverty rates.
 An international study conducted by the Program 
for International Student Assessment also found that 
students “with lower economic and social status had far 
lower test scores than their more advantaged counterparts 
within every country,” according to an article in The New 
York Times.
 Some states and countries are already acting on this 
information and setting up programs for the school to 
provide needed items and services for the disadvantaged 
students so they’re not “singled-out” among the student 
body. In Findland, for example, its “famously high-
performing schools” will now provide food and health care 
for the students who would typically go without. They also 
provide counseling services to address student needs.
 In the United States, the “No Child Left Behind” 
law makes it clear that there’s a “no excuses” avenue for 
the disadvantaged student.
 But the economically disadvantaged student does 
have extra challenges, and it is naïve to think otherwise. 
However, there is help available to those who ask. In the 
end, the student is in charge of his own destiny.
 A good way to help prevent the negative affects from 
poverty,” Stetler said, “is to do your personal best.”

does PoverTy AffeCT grAdes?

guidelines
•  leads capture attention, 

arouses curiosity
•  topic relevant to interests 

and/or welfare of school or 
students

•  thorough investigation 
through research and inter-
views

•  combines basics of good 
news and feature writing

•  organized with smooth  
transitions

•  balanced and fair presenta-
tion

•  sentences, paragraphs of 
varied length; written clear-
ly, concisely and vividly

•  proper diction/grammar

Informative feature
Stories should be writ-
ten to inform or instruct. 
Facts are obtained from 
research, interviews and 
observations.

first place winners  
by division

1 Hannah Zimmerman & 
Marisa Jachens 
Midland

2 Kit Kuhne 
Seaholm

3 Leah Shepherd 
Andover

4 Mari Cohen 
Community

M Karli Paggeot & Julia 
vannatter (TIe) 
Mona shores Ms & 
Traverse City east Ms
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Human Interest Feature

sazid hasan and Bobby Mundy 
east hills Middle school

 Hallo is what a South African would say when 
greeting a visitor. Mrs. Weir, seventh grade Language 
Arts/Social Studies teacher, had plenty of practice saying 
this phrase over the past summer.
 Mrs. Weir traveled to South Africa for a teacher 
program funded by the Toyota’s International Teachers 
Program. She had been looking for a travel program so 
she could learn about the country and teach her students 
more about South Africa. Throughout the journey, she 
learned about South African culture as well as how South 
Africans eat, get around and pray.
 Mrs. Weir also learned about how the country is 
progressing toward the Millennium Development Goals; 
guidelines set by the United Nations to help countries 
improve. Some goals include giving people safe drinking 
water, better sanitation, and putting people above the 
poverty line.
 In South Africa, Weir traveled to a lot of cities 
including Cape Town, Durban, Johannesburg and 
Phalaborwa. In Johannesburg, she went to see how the 
city was improving its sanitation disposal plants.
 Mrs Weir also saw people tackling social problems. 

In many parts of the cities she visited, she saw positive 
things. People were helping each other and forgiving each 
other for crimes they had committed during Apartheid, a 
period of segregation of Black South Africans from White 
South Africans.
 “People were feeling stressed about many things, 
but leaders came up with plans for these people to start 
forgiving each other for past crimes,” says Mrs. Weir.
 During Mrs. Weir’s travels in South Africa, she found 
that basic technology like computers, cars, and televisions 
were almost the same as in the U.S; the transportation 
was good, in fact, great. While traveling the country using 
subways, cars and planes, Mrs. Weir met interesting people 
including teachers, workers and children.
 Weir’s travels also included “biodiverse hot spots”, 
large areas which have many different types of animals 
and plants. These “hot spots” may have over twenty 
thousand different types of plants, eight hundred 
different species of birds and up to two hundred species 
of mammals.
 Mrs. Weir’s trip has changed her thoughts about 
the world dramatically. She feels that her experience will 
help her better teach her students how South Africa is 
suffering from major poverty but is also staging major 
improvements.

human Interest 
feature
Human interest features 
appeal to the emotions 
of the reader with inspira-
tion, motivation, pathos 
or humor and often make 
effective use of quotes.

first place winners  
by division

1 Danielle Wallick 
Midland

2 Jake Alessi 
Waterford Kettering

3 Jacob Van Hoof 
Dexter

4 Eliza Stein & Brienne 
O’Donnell 
Community

M sazid hasan & Bobby 
Mundy 
east hills Ms

guidelines
•  leads capture attention, 

arouses curiosity
•  emphasizes new element, 

fresh angle
•  colorful, lively presentation; 

effective form/style
•  reflects adequate research, 

sound interviewing tech-
niques from a variety of 
sources

•  effective use of facts/ quotes
•  interesting; appeals to the  

emotions
•  proper diction/grammar

“hAllo” froM souTh AfrICA
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Jess gable
hh dow high school

Senior Kelsey Smith can’t remember a time when 
she wasn’t swimming. The 500 freestyle was her specialty 
when she found out she had dystonia, a movement 
disorder that causes the muscles to contract and spasm 
involuntarily. It not only affected her neck muscles, 
causing her voice to quiver, but also her right hip. She 
lost the ability to kick fluidly while swimming on her 
stomach, a crucial part of the 500 freestyle. This disease 
affected her not only physically but also emotionally.

“The biggest thing that was taken away from me was 
my self confidence,” Smith said. “When I found out I had 
the disease and was getting slower and slower, I was really 
embarrassed to go out and swim in front of people.”

Trough tears ad emotional breakdowns, Smith made 
it through her junior year of swim. She recalls it as a 
year of self-sympathy, questioning why she had to live 
with this disease.

“My junior year I basically felt sorry for myself 
whereas my senior year I tried to get stronger,” Smith 
said. “I focused on getting stronger at back stroke 
rather than focus on the negative which would be the 
freestyle.”

Although freestyle was no longer an option, she 
figured out dystonia only affected her when she swam 
on her stomach, not when she was on her back. This 
made back stroke a perfect option.

Not only did back stroke help smith over come the 
challenge dystonia placed in front of her, but by simply 
accepting the disease she was able to confront it.

“I’ve learned that you should keep doing what you’re 
doing even though people don’t know what’s wrong with 
you,” Smith said. “When you find out you have a disease 
you just try to beat it and show that it doesn’t matter 
who you are, you can do whatever you want.

During her junior year, smith continually asked 
herself, “Why me? Why would I have to get this?” Now, 
if she was asked if she could change the past few years 
of her life would she, she’d reply, “No, because it teaches 
you to respect yourself. To show yourself how strong 
you can be and show others that you’re strong enough to 
fight through it.”

In fact, she feels lucky to have had confronted this 
obstacle because it’s given her an advantage: a new 
perspective on life. She now possesses the ability to 
understand others with disabilities. Not only that, but 
smith has realized swimming is truly more than just 
winning or losing.

“I just thought of [myself as] someone else on the 
team who wants to go fast,” Smith said. “It showed me 
that I had to give up some of the really important things 

so that I could take care of other important things like 
the team. I had to give up parts of my life to open new 
doors which really showed me who I was and who I’m 
going to be.”

Smith not only found a new event to master but 
she also led the team as a captain. She focused on 
emphasizing not only winning but also having fun and 
coming together as a team. Senior and teammate Paige 
Stavely took not of smith’s change from her junior to 
senior year.

“Last year was a struggle to watch Kelsey go through 
this and handle this disease, but this year she’s totally 
done a 180 and she’s changed her life around,” Stavely 
said. “She tries really hard and sets such a good example 
for the team and I couldn’t be more proud of her.”

Through overcoming dystonia, smith has inspired 
and motivated her teammates. She’s shown how strong 
she can be to both herself and her team.

“She’s such a strong person and to see someone 
go through that and come out on top and be able to 
do things our body shouldn’t let you is just amazing,” 
Stavely said.

No only did her teammates see the strength in 
smith but her coach, Gary Strickler, also did. He was a 
motivator for smith who often got frustrated and broke 
down during practices.

“When I would break down, the main thing that 
he said was that I just need to keep pushing myself and 
that I shouldn’t stop,” Smith said. “That’s one of the best 
qualities that he sees in me, which kept me going.”

As a coach, Strickler wanted to find a way for smith 
to be successful. He worked with her to figure out that 
back stroke was the best event for her.

When the swim team went to Valleys, smith showed 
how hard work can pay off. She swam a tremendous race 
and dropped six seconds off of her best time, a perfect 
way to end a successful career.

“I have to tell you, I was probably happier with her 
performance than any other performance,” Strickler 
said. “It was like, yeah she did it! She never backed 
down, she never quit.”

The obstacles that Smith over came throughout her 
swim career are evident. Her admirable outlook on her 
disease was noted by her coach and teammates.

“It was remarkable,” Strickler said. “It’s very heart-
warming to se someone be that successful under those 
types of conditions.”

Even though the process was difficult, Smith still 
found a way to continue doing what she loves, swim. 
She wouldn’t change anything about the past few years.

“I feel lucky because once you have something like a 
disease, it really shows you how strong of a person you 
can be,” Smith said.

Personality Profile

sWIMMINg PAsT AdversITy
senior Kelsey smith overcomes a disorder to 
achieve swimming success

guidelines
•  leads capture attention, 

arouses curiosity; reason for 
sketch is made clear early in 
story

•  emphasizes fresh angle;  
individualizes person

•  colorful, lively presentation; 
effective form/style

•  reflects adequate research, 
sound interviewing tech-
niques from a  
variety of sources

•  avoids encyclopedic listing 
of subjects accomplish-
ments

•  effective use of facts/ 
quotes

•  interesting; appeals to the  
emotions

•  proper diction/grammar

Personality Profile
The personality profile 
captures the life, interests 
and accomplishments of 
well known or interest-
ing people, based on 
interviews. The subject(s) 
should have experiences, 
thoughts and accomplish-
ments worth reporting. 
Anecdotes add to the 
personality profile.

first place winners  
by division

1 Danielle Linihan 
Stoney Creek

2 Jess gable 
hh dow

3 Thomas Parlmer 
Forest Hills Eastern

4 Jessica Barnes 
Ithaca

M Ali Randel 
West Hills MS
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Diversity Coverage

eliza stein and Brienne o’donnell 
Community high school

 Ed Carter was in jail for 35 years. He was 
innocent. He served half his life locked up in Michigan 
penitentiaries without ever giving up his hopes of 
freedom.
 Before all the turmoil began, Carter spent his 
childhood roaming the streets of Detroit. He was out of 
the house at 11 and got his own apartment at 15. 
 “My mama and father always told me when you can 
say no to a person’s face, then you are grown, ‘cause you 
know it’s not right for you,” said Carter.
 Carter said no early in his life.
 Constantly in and out of school and running into 
drugs, he never received a high school diploma or had a 
complete education.
 Although later, while in a penitentiary, he did 
receive his GED (General Educational Development).
 In 1974, Carter was just turning his life around 
when everything fell apart. He explained further, “I was 
trying to say, you know to my friends, I ain’t rolling like 
that no more man, I’ll pop with y’all later. I’m a try to get 
back in school, get back on course. And when I was just 
trying to get back on course: bam.”
 That “bam” was monumental. Carter had been in 
jail on October 24th, 1974 for previously stealing an item 
from a church. That same night a woman was robbed, 
raped, and sodomized. Carter was charged with the 
crime. He was given a second degree life sentence.
 He was nineteen. 
 There was no possible way Carter could have 
committed the crime; he was already behind bars. The 
information needed for Carter to be found innocent was 
documented in the police precinct of the investigation 
report. “I never forget [what] it says. It says, ‘the 
defendant denies all charges before your honor. He has 
been in custody since the 24th of October 1974.’ That’s 
the same day that the crime happened,” said Carter. 
The information was excluded from his trial. Numerous 
lawyers are still confused.
 For this vital mistake, Carter spent 35 years in jail. 
He constantly fought for his liberation. “How can you get 
tired of trying to get your freedom? That’s impossible,” 
said Carter.
 While in jail, he spent the majority of his time 
in the library that the state of Michigan provides for 
prisoners. Carter filed all of his own briefs and motions 
for his case.
 Carter explained that while in the Marquette 
Intensive Center, he lived among the worst of the killers, 
rapists, and thugs. “Female nurses would walk down the 
hall and everyone would get naked and start jacking off 
at her,” he said. “When the male guards come in, you 

[poop] in your hand and throw shit on him.” To make 
the guards angry, prisoners would open their windows at 
midnight when temperatures fell below zero.
 During Carter’s time in the penitentiaries, prisoners 
were poorly equipped. Prisoners’ hair would hang to to 
the side because they could not bathe enough to keep 
their hair clean.  “People’s finger nails were out to here 
[points to three inches in front of him] and their toes 
were corroded,” said Carter.
 Prisoners had to come up with their own forms of 
entertainment during their free time. “You make chess 
boards and have chess matches and on a good day you 
might holla ‘Hey Joe, what’s going on?’ and everybody 
might tell some jokes. It was a strange system,” said 
Carter.
 As for food, he was able to go to the stores in the 
prison and buy whatever he wanted with tokens that they 
gave him. This was one of the few freedoms he received. 
 One of the major turning points that made Carter’s 
fight stronger occurred when he was not permitted to 
attend either of his parent’s funerals. “Really, when I 
heard that my mother and father had passed; that’s really, 
really serious. I was like, ‘I’ve got to get out’. Because I 
was unable to spend time with my mother and father. 
Even though they was separated and had you know, 
different husbands and different wives. I think had I got 
out I could have at least gotten both of them together 
and said, ‘hey look you got a wife, you got a husband 
and y’a’ll need to sit down anyways and talk about the 
children and the families,’” said Carter.
 Carter was not finished with his fight in jail; he was 
not giving up. “You know, what saved me was I always 
confronted the situation. Okay you wanna do that, I 
wanna do that too. You wanna kill, I wanna kill too. 
I’m gonna say me. You got a problem with that, I got a 
problem too. I ain’t gonna let you hurt me. I ain’t trying 
to die in the joint,” said Carter. 
 Then finally, after three decades, his struggle paid 
off. The University of Michigan Free Law Clinic picked 
up his case. By taking the time to look at the newly 
discovered evidence of the case, the clinic quickly found 
that the fingerprints and DNA did not belong to Carter. 
“Explain to me how I can be locked up in one place and 
commit the crime at the same time. If you can explain 
that to me, I’m guilty. If you can’t explain that they you 
have to cut me loose, so they cut me loose,” said Carter.
 On April 14, 2010 Carter took his first steps outside 
the bars, six days before his 56th birthday. He has been 
out for a little over a year now. “I am just doing me,” he 
said.
 Even after spending over half his lifetime in prison, 
he still finds his life enjoyable. He engages with people in 
a different way after being in jail for such a long period 
of time. “I can  look at a person and just always know 

guidelines
• topic relevant to school 

or students and relects 
life styles, challegens and 
potentials of those from a 
diverse background

•  sharp, attention-getting 
lead grabs reader and 
arouses curiosity

•  shows thorough reporting 
skills though research and 
interviewing

•  effective use of facts/quotes 
from both primary and sec-
ondary sources

•  balanced, fair and sensitive 
presentation

•  sentences, paragraphs 
of varied length; written 
clearly, concisely and vividly

•  proper diction/grammar; 
use of punctuation

diversity Coverage
Stories tell about lifestyles, 
challenges, and potential 
of those from a diverse 
background. Will cover 
more than plight, also 
includes how the subjects 
dealt with it. 

first place winners  
by division

1 Kara Harris 
Midland

2 Caroline Ingold & Karina 
Zanyk McLean 
HH Dow

3 Abbey Soule 
Mason

4 eliza stein & Brienne 
o’donnell 
Community

M Dalia Schwarzbaum 
West Hills MS

CourAge To forgIve
ed Carter spent 35 years in Michigan penitentiaries for a crime he 
did not commit. he is now 56 and has begun to rebuild his life.

see Courage, continued on page 40
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Environmental, Health or Science Story

guidelines
•  topic relevant to the school 

or students and covers 
health, science or environ-
mental story that is informa-
tive

•  sharp, attention-getting 
lead grabs reader and 
arouses curiosity

•  shows thorough reporting 
skills through research and 
interviewing

•  effective use of facts/quotes 
from both primary and sec-
ondary sources

•  balanced, fair and sensitive 
presentation

•  sentences, paragraphs 
of varied length; written 
clearly, concisely and vividly

•  proper diction/grammar; 
use of third person

environmental 
story
This story will focus on an 
environmental, health or 
science topic. It
can be a straight news 
story or an investigative 
piece.

first place winners  
by division

1 Kara Harris & Riley 
Murphy 
Midland

2 Lia Williams 
Traverse City Central

3 Mackenzie deater 
gull lake

4 Ruthie Graff & Clare 
Laurer 
Community

M Carly Overmire 
Traverse City East MS

oPeN seAsoN
Mackenzie deater
gull lake high school

Eco-friendly water bottles, cloth grocery bags, green 
cleaning products and all-natural or organic foods. 
Earth friendly products are popping up all over the 
place these days, but are these products truly green, 
as their companies claim? The idea of greenwashing, 
a “superficial or insincere display of concern for the 
environment that is shown by and organization,” 
according to dictionary.com, is an idea that Americans 
should be aware of.

“I don’t think that [greenwashing] is wrong 
necessarily,” senior Katie Bruns said. “I just think that 
the idea is overused.”

Believers in the idea of greenwashing feel that 
concern for the environment is only a secondary 
concern for businesses and organizations, who strive 
only to make a profit. These companies are thought to 
use environmental clichés of going green and making 
the world a better place for the children only to sell 
more units of any given product. Stopgreenwas.org says 
that Shell, a big business oil company has recently put 
a lot of effort into their going green commercials. With 
their public image bolstered by feel-good commercials, 
the statements in the advertisements are misrepresented 
as saving the environment when their motives still 
remain profit-based. In actuality, shell has opened 
riskier, ecologically sensitive areas such as secluded 
regions in the Arctic, according to stopgreenwash.org.

Multiple food companies have been accused of 
greenwashing when they advertise their products as 
“all natural” according to greenwashing.net. “Arsenic, 
uranium, mercury, and formaldehyde are all naturally 
occurring, and poisonous. ‘all natural’ isn’t necessarily 
‘green’,” says sinsofgreewashing.org.

Although this concept is considered to be a rampant 
problem by most environmentalists, studies have shown 
that greenwashing, while still a major issue, is in decline.

Sinsofgreenwashing.org states that since 2009, the 
number of products which are considered to be greener 
has gone up by 73 percent in the 23 stores that the 
visited. This site has found that many of the big box 
stores, those who tend to set trends for the commercial 

world, are the best in supplying consumers with green 
certified products. Studies have shown that as companies 
try to make products greener, their efforts become more 
and more successful over time.

Recycling is a big part of business for waste disposal 
companies like Waste Management. A representative 
from their local CES Landfill and Glen’s Landfill 
described the process which they go through to recycle 
the materials they collect. After recycling has been 
collected from homes and businesses, it is taken back 
to the recycling center where it is put into one single 
stream conveyor.

This separates the plastics, metals and papers. They 
first wet the recycling to get rid of any paper which will 
stick to the conveyor. Then a magnet is used to separate 
the metals from the plastics. This way all three categories 
of recycling are separated without the hassle of having 
separate compartments in the pickup trucks or of having 
the costumers separate their recycling manually. After 
the recycling is sorted it is bought and sent to third 
parties, who use the materials for their own purposes.

However, when asked what happened if no one 
bought the materials, the representative was “not sure” 
what became of them.

The practice of greenwashing is considered a 
problem by today’s environmentalists. They are looking 
out to make sure that businesses not only act in self 
interest, but also in the interests of the world and its 
future.

A few years ago, there was a wave of awareness for 
consumers knowledge about what was going into food. 
The movement to reduce greenwashing is very similar 
to this.

“It’s just like food company saying a food is fat-free,” 
senior Kate Mazurek said. “It might be partially fat-free, 
but it’s still not healthy for you.”

Companies with green products, like food 
companies, are becoming more consumer sensitive and 
qualifying their advertising statements to make them 
more truthful.

Recent studies have show that greenwashing is in 
decline, consumers are becoming more conscious of 
advertising ploys, and businesses are attempting to be 
more transparent with their actions.
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Alternative Story Form

guidelines
• should be a story told in a 

unique, alternative way.
• this is not a traditional story 

as in inverted pyramid, news 
anecdotal, analysis or feature 
narrative.

• story is told with quick facts, 
it’s a quick read that pro-
vides readers with a unique 
approach to a story.

• while the read is quick, 
ASF should provide reader 
with complete information. 
Readers should not be left 
asking questions.

• organization is such that story 
is easy to follow and logical, 
even though it’s in an alterna-
tive way.

•  ASF is visually engrossing, 
bringing readers in through 
strong use of typography and 
other types of visuals.

•  should not be packaged 
with another story or part of 
another story.

•  stands totally alone as a story-
telling device.

•  submission only considered if 
submitted with entire page on 
which it was featured.

Alternative story 
form
ASF consists of a whole 
story told in an alterna-
tive way. It can consist of 
anything that is not a tra-
ditional story form. There 
should be visual destina-
tions, good use of typog-
raphy, easy to scan, well 
organized, can provide 
quick facts and deep con-
text. It should not include 
traditional narrative.

first place winners  
by division
1 Amy Mackens 

Rochester HS

2 Maria Liddane 
Grosse Pointe North

3 Kathryn leary 
fenton

4 Samantha Jones 
Ithaca

M Dylan Wittenberg & Max 
Wittenberg 
West Hills MS 

Kathryn leary, fenton high school
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Sports Feature Story

guidelines
•  lead captures attention, 

arouses curiosity
•  emphasizes new element, 

fresh angle
•  colorful, lively presentation; 

effective form/style
•  reflects adequate re-search, 

sound interviewing tech-
niques

•  avoids summaries of pub-
lished materials

•  effective use of facts/ 
quotes

•  interesting; appeals to the  
reader’s emotions

•   proper diction/grammar

sports feature
Stories may include per-
sonality profile, informa-
tive, interpretive (why), 
and/or human interest 
specifically related to 
sports.

first place winners  
by division

1 Scott Staal 
Grand Haven

2 Taylor Jones 
Mona Shores

3 Aariston dawson 
southfield

4 Zach Shaw & Adam 
Mannheim 
Community

M Ray Merchant 
West Hills MS

Aariston dawson 
southfield high school

With a policeman escorting her, senior Latipha 
“Lightening” Cross shops for school supplies, gloves and 
food at the Target store at Northland Mall in Southfield.

She has $100 to spend as she pleases, thanks to the 
“Shop with a Cop” program that aims to bring a little 
happiness to a needy child. This year that child is Latipha 
Cross, age 17.

Cross gladly places juice boxes, pancake mix and 
three-ring notebooks in her carts as officer Jared Womble 
accompanies her to pay for the goods.

Cross is one of 770,000 homeless children enrolled 
in public schools, according to the National Coalition 
for the Homeless. Children make up 23 percent of the 
homeless on any given night, according to the Coalition.

But Cross expects that her homeless state will end 
abruptly in seven months. That’s when she will be able to 
cash in one of the seven college scholarships she says she 
has been offered to run track next year.

To Cross, the track scholarship will mean a warm 
dorm room, regular hot meals and a paid college tuition. 

I’m not like the average kid,” says Cross, who says she 
has moved 15 times in life. “I can’t just buy electronics 
and brand name clothing,” she says. “What money I get, I 
spend on things I need.”

One thing she doesn’t need is speed. She was 
nicknamed “Lightening” by Principal Michael Horn 
for her lightening fast running ability. Cross is one of 
Southfield High’s most powerful female athletes. With 
her constant record breaking statistics, she’s made quite a 
name for herself. She holds the state record for 400 meter 
and is ranked number 3 in the nation for her time of 
54.29, according to Athletic Director Tim Conley.

“My struggles have made me who I am today,” says 
Cross, “and someday it’s going to be my testimony.”

For now, Cross lives in an apartment in Novi with her 
older sister, Nisha Graham. For the first half of the school 
year, she lived with a friend in Southfield. Before that, she 
was in and out of relative’s homes, various shelters, and 
occasionally slept on the streets.

To get to school on time from Novi, she wakes up at 
5 o’clock in the morning. Generally skipping breakfast, 
she gets prepared for school then catches a bus in Novi 
that picks her up at 6:40 a.m. It’s about a 30-minute ride 
to Southfield High School, making her arrive at about 

7:10 a.m. at school.
Her school day usually ends around 5:30 p.m., after 

track practice, which she helps to coach with Varsity 
Coach Carla Krum. 

“I’m the ghost of the school, says Cross, who says she 
feels alone in her struggle. That loneliness is what makes 
her want to get a degree in social work, maybe from 
Eastern Michigan University, so that she can help others 
who bear crosses like hers.

Being homeless is not the only demon Cross faces. 
On top of  that, she battles lymphoma, or cancer of the 
lymph nodes, which was discovered this year. She also had 
a bout with skin cancer.

With cancer, Cross sometimes doesn’t feel like doing 
anything but she still gets up and comes to school.  Her 
cancer leaves her feeling tired, experiencing almost no 
relief from sleep. 

On top of being tired, cancer can cause depression 
and trouble concentrating, according to the American 
Cancer Society.

Sometimes Cross has to miss school to pull herself 
together.

Track is one of the main things that keeps her 
motivated, along with her two sisters (Shautai and 
Neisha), her best friend Shyenne Davis, and music.

When she’s feeling down, she has to remind herself of 
her motto: “What doesn’t kill you, makes you stronger.”

When she’s not at school, Cross likes to write and go 
to the park and spend time with her friend, Davis.

It’s only when Cross runs that she doesn’t have a care 
in the world. It’s as if she runs away from it all. It’s a time 
for her to set free and get away from all her troubles.

Cross admits there were time in 9th and 10th grade 
when the track star though quitting school, especially 
during her sophomore year when she was living on the 
streets for a month and a half. But she got thought it.

“I heard my little sister’s (Ajanee’s) voice in my head, 
and then I thought to myself. ‘I can’t quit; I if don’t do it 
for myself, I at least have to do it for her.”

The sister that she speaks of passed away 11 years 
back, but Cross says still thinks of her, Cross says that 
her deceased sister provides motivation and is partly the 
reason why Cross stands where she is today.

Four years from now, Cross hopes to be an employed 
social worker with a home, pushing her own cart through 
Target. She says, “No child should have to go through 
what I go through.”

TrACK sTAr dodges hoMelessNess
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BATTle of The sexes
ever since Title Ix, the debated question of “who’s better?” men or 
women, has dominated competitve sports. “Battle of The sexes” 
celebrates the innate differences between male and female athletes.

Sports Column

sports Column
Each story must consist of 
samples of two columns 
under the same standing 
head, authorized by the 
same writer(s). Each col-
umn must carry bylines or 
other writer identification 
to indicate the personal 
nature of the content. Each 
entry in this category must 
be written by a different 
writer(s).

guidelines
•  sharp, attention-getting 

lead
•  expresses personal opin-

ion; uses consistent style; 
demonstrates knowledge of 
sports

•  reflects thought/research,  
freshness, individuality;  
avoids cliches

•  effective use of facts/ 
quotes or supportive mate-
rial

•  informative, interesting,  
entertaining

•  upholds journalistic integrity
•  sentences, paragraphs 

of varied length; written 
clearly, concisely and vividly

•  proper diction/grammar

first place winners  
by division

1 Jake Lourim 
Troy

2 Miranda Winowiecki 
Traverse City Central

3 Tyler Vander Molen 
Gull Lake

4 Christine LaRouere 
Mercy

Miranda Winowiecki 
Traverse City Central high school

The realm of weights and Conditioning is only fully 
understood by those immersed in the sweat-drenched, 
Y-chromosome dominated class. A kingdom of athletes 
and non-athletes alike, Weights is the Gle brothers’ 
domain. In this testosterone zone, a Darwinian 
hierarchy is naturally established to determine who 
will lead stretches  and running, and who gets the best 
racks.

In addition to age and strength, sex matters; senior 
guys obviously top off the food-chain, with freshman 
girls withering at the bottom. Territorial debates distill 
down to the three essential realities: age, strength and 
gender. The eldest, fastest and strongest rule – have the 
props and lord over everyone. It’s the law of the jungle, 
only dressed in Under Armor.

Let’s focus on the underclassmen lads first. Guys 
are naturally stronger than girls and therefore, will 
stand out. In packs, numbers always have it: here, 
females are outnumbered. It’s a steep trickle down 
from older to younger, guys to girls. It’s also pride: 
what female upperclassmen (yes, men) is going to let a 

puny freshman dominate, after being bottom feeders 
themselves for two years?

Perfunctories like attendance taken, Weights is a 
free-for-all race to the best equipment spot, proximity 
to the mirrors preferred. The best way to stake position 
is to pull out the weapon that only gains value 
with age: the seniority card. Elder lifting partners 
surround coveted positions around stations – the 
Great Wall of China is easier to breech – as a few brave 
underclassmen pitifully jockey for position in forbidden 
territory. If they don’t get the clenched jawed, 
steely body language an upperclassman demands: 
“WE’RE UPPERCLASSMEN! IT’S OURS! FIND A 
DIFFERENT ONE!”

The scatter. No one can argue with a golden 
seniority card and three years’ worth of extra muscles 
and a voice barked in baritone.

The weight room hierarchy is an interesting case 
study in the laws of the jungle. Clip board in hand, 
it’s a great place to do research in human behavioral 
science.

Working out in the weight room is also a great way 
to learn one’s place. We have the Gle brothers to thank 
for that.
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Sports News Story

Andrew fisher 
grand ledge high school

Her situation is common among high school 
basketball players. The desire to improve their skills 
causes them to sacrifice participation in another sport.

A three sport athlete her freshman year, playing 
volleyball, basketball and soccer, Grand Ledge (GL) 
senior Erin Koren was forced to give up volleyball to 
play AAU basketball in the fall.

“People who play AAU have more experience,” 
Koren said. “The level of competition is way higher 
than high school.”

Koren said her decision to quit volleyball was also 
affected be her desire to impress coaches. And even 
though Koren said she misses being a three-sport 
athlete, basketball proved to be more important than 
volleyball.

“I didn’t love the sport,” Koren said. “I didn’t like 
volleyball as much as I love basketball.”

However, some athletes’ decision to join AAU in 
place of another sport does not always come so easy. 

“I love to golf more than I love basketball,” 
Michigan State University (MSU) basketball player 
Russell Byrd said. “When I was younger my parents 
would drop me off at the course at eight in the 
morning and pick me up at eight at night. I would just 
be there the whole day.”

But as Byrd’s basketball skills advanced, his love for 
golf was overshadowed by his potential on the court.

“Golf was my life up until my freshman year of 
high school,” Byrd said. “But then I got scholarship 
offers so I just quit playing golf.”

The Michigan High School Athletic Association 
(MHSAA) sees this trend as a possible hindrance for high 
school students’ development as athletes and adults.

“I think the pressure on students to specialize in 
one sport, to play one sport year-round, is intense,” 
MHSAA Executive Director Jack Roberts said. “For 
most people, specializing in one thing year-round is 
not going to serve their development for life.”

In recent years, there has been a drop in 
participation for several high school sports including 

basketball. The MHSAA reported that 3,387 fewer 
participants have played high school basketball since 
the 2006-07 season. Some see AAU as a cause behind 
the decreased interest in the sport.

“AAU promotes a lack of community identity,” 
GL Girls’ Basketball coach Dave Jones said. “As long 
as you do not lose your sense of community and 
representing your school, it’s fine. It all depends on the 
players.”

But as a players’ individual skill increases, focus 
on team and community may be diminished. MSU 
basketball player Klarissa Bell said she played AAU for 
a more selfish reason.

“I was playing AAU to get a scholarship,” Bell said, 
“so it was more individual.”

Despite the negative connotations with cases like 
Bell and the AAU’s individualistic manner, some 
coaches see positives in their team playing.

“I’m kind of an advocate of AAU,” GL Boys’ 
Basketball coach Scott Lewis said. “You want your kids 
playing as much as possible and they facilitate that.”

Many elite basketball players said they partake in 
AAU leagues around the country during the offseason. 
The improved competition allows players to gain 
experiences well as to heighten their own skills. But 
due to a lack of strategic preparation from coaches, 
AAU competitions lack the serious atmosphere and 
dedication fo the high school game.

“In those programs they play more than they 
learn,” Roberts said. “They will play six or seven games 
in a day and not really learn any techniques.”

Even though the amount of activity in AAU has 
been advertised as something negative, high school 
coaches see positive results.

“I think there’s a lot of concern about no down 
time,” Lewis said. “I haven’t seen more injuries because 
of it. I’ve seen players improve.”

The changes AAU presents to high school 
basketball have had positive and negative effects from 
playing AAU, coaches say participation will continue 
to thrive and acceptance will continue to grow.

“I think there is benefit,” Jones said. “I guess in a 
way I have to support it.”

PrIvATIzINg hIgh sChool BAsKeTBAll

guidelines
•  lead features interesting,  

important angle
•  uses colorful, lively style
•  avoids cliches, editorializing
•  displays knowledge of 

sports; uses understandable 
terms

•  shows research/interviewing 
skills; emphasizes how and 
why

•  effective use of facts/ quotes
•  proper diction/grammar; use 

of the third person
•  unity/coherence

sports News
Sports news stories may 
include general sports 
news or sports events and 
are constructed in news 
style.

first place winners  
by division

1 Andrew fisher 
grand ledge

2 Claire Fisher 
Wylie E. Groves

3 Max Wllsberry 
Southfield

4 Mariel-Christine 
Mulqueen 
Mercy

M Holly Fredericksen 
Mona Shores MS
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Personal Narrative

Ais Murali
North farmington high school

 I squinted my eyes, as the sun burst through the few 
misplaced clouds. Its illumination could not be more 
devastating. To me, there was nothing bright.
 Going home, my mind was paralyzed. I don’t know 
what someone might do if they were positively diagnosed 
with a disease of having potential to kill you but I’m pretty 
sure I didn’t do any of them. I didn’t go sob in a corner. I 
didn’t go pray to God. I didn’t even research what I had. I 
went to the U of M Dialogues retreat and passed away the 
time like my life wasn’t going to change like everything that 
had happened a few hours ago was fake. Like I was one of 
those teenagers I saw encase me, who had normal, carefree 
lives. I pinched myself several times after. Each time 
realizing the pain, I found myself searching for ultimate 
reality to be false.
 In the swarm of words that stung me that day, 
Lymphoma was a killer bee. That was what I was diagnosed 
with. Hodgkin’s Lymphoma to be more explicit. To the 
developed world, Lymphoma is accepted as the most 
common form of “hematological malignancy,” or easier 
understood as blood cancer. More common, in fact that 
Leukemia, it penetrates the lymph nodes and glands in the 
body.
 The lymph nodes/glands aid the body in producing 
white cells. White cells are ultimately the guardians of 
your body; they fight along side with the immune system, 
killing potential threats such as viruses, bacteria and other 
unfamiliar intruders. As of now, the only places where I 
have cancerous (cells that don’t know how to stop growing) 
lymph nodes were in my neck and vaguely in my chest. 
The positive side was that Lymphoma has a 90% above 
survival rate and it was the first curable cancer. Lymphoma 
is seemingly rare through and accounts for 5.3% of all 
cancers in the U.S.
 Concluding that day, I went through a series of tests 
a CAT scan, PET scan, Bone Marrow Biopsy and a Medi-
port insertion (a device that is placed in your body to make 
IVs and taking blood easier) Many people spend their life 
without going through latent traumatizing experience; I 
had gone through five within one week.
 The one thing which was a surprise to me was 
how keen everybody at the Oncology (cancer study) 
Department was in starting treatment. I was diagnosed on 
August 2 and on August 9, I had my first chemotherapy.
 My mind couldn’t even agree to it yet. Sometimes 
I would just try telling myself over and over again, “Ais, 
you have Cancer” but heart would vehemently slash the 
thought. I certainly didn’t expect anything like that to 
happen to me. I even participated in Relay for Life in May; 
I never realized I would be walking for myself.
 When you’re going through a journey, sometimes 

you never acknowledge the people and things that travel 
alongside. Telling my best friend that I had cancer was one 
of the absolute hardest things I’ve ever done in my life. 
What could I say? I wanted to believe I could survive. Get 
through it, keep my head up and say don’t worry, when 
it was really me who needed consoling. I had to hold it 
together, to not open the innate well within my eyes, as her 
arms encased me.
 It eventually became easier to tell my closest friends 
I had a whole support group for me and originally I never 
realized it. I honestly could not have gotten to where I 
am today, if it wasn’t for her and the many others whose 
acceptance and positive attitude pushed me forward and 
propelled me to move on and accept it was a challenge and 
keep fighting. They also ultimately helped me to admit it. 
I had Cancer and I was going to get through it. If so many 
people believed in me, how could I not believe in myself? 
Unfortunately, that was also a little pressuring, what if I let 
everybody down?
 Now as I reminisce, it’s hard to imagine that just 
accepting it was so hard. But it was. I was just like anybody 
I knew. Just a kid, still figuring out this world which is not 
discovered on any map. Funny thing was, I thought I was 
finally getting the picture too. Except, I don’t think there 
is ever a clear, tidy picture called life and even if someone 
before us has found it, I don’t think there is a frame thick 
enough to support it.
 Every person is different; the drugs have a different 
effect on each person. I didn’t know what all the powerful-
enough-to-disintegrate-tumors-drugs were going to do to 
me. There are horrible side effects to Chemo including 
mouth sores, jaw pain, stomach aches, body pain, mood 
swings, constipation, headaches, food cravings, skin 
darkening, loss of appetite, loss of calcium, muscles, 
nerve tightening, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, low blood 
count, low Hemoglobin, and most noticeably fatigue. 
Understanding how much energy was needed just to come 
to school, walk around and go to classes was also a difficult 
lesson; I was just so tired sometimes. I couldn’t push myself 
at all. The worst part of Chemo is definitely the pills. When 
I’m on treatment I have to ingest over 32 pills in a day. 
It takes so much time and I’ve developed an animosity 
for water just because of how much it takes to get the 
pills in, about 5 glasses if I’m lucky. Because of the pills, I 
was almost late every single day to first hour and I hated 
walking in as a culprit, someone who couldn’t even show 
up on time. I felt so guilty but there was nothing I could 
do, the pills weren’t going to take a vacation anytime soon. 
It isn’t pretty but it’s thee truth and what many Cancer 
patients have to go through. It is what it is.
 Many people-when they regard Cancer-they are 
either too positive, (“oh it’s no big deal”) or treat it as the 
equivalent of the sky falling down. That really pushed 
me to make it clear even more. Cancer is not something 

Personal Narrative
This is not an opinion piece. 
It is a first-person account 
of an event or series of 
events that constitute a 
single, profound experi-
ence. The focus of the piece 
is on narrative — telling the 
story of the experience. It 
can be written in present 
or past tense. The author 
should take extra efforts 
to describe the journey 
and explain its importance. 
Dialogue and internal dia-
logue are essential.

guidelines
•  a first-person account 

depicting a personal experi-
ence

•  lead captures attention, 
arouses curiosity

• topic relevant to interests 
and/or welfare of school or 
students

•  effectively combines basics 
of good news and feature 
writing

•  effectively organized with 
smooth transitions; carefully 
outlined

•  sentences, paragraphs of 
varied length; written clearly, 
concisely and vividly

•  proper diction/grammar
•  should have byline, which 

could include mug shot of 
writer

first place winners  
by division

1 Melanie Fodera 
Troy

2 Ais Murali 
North farmington

3 Tiffany Duggins 
Andover

4 Margaret Whittier-
Furguson 
Community

M Hanna Helton 
Traverse City East MS

JourNey of A fIghTer
how my fight against hodgkin’s lymphoma has taught me 
to live, laugh, and love life

see fighter, continued on page 21
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Sports Action Photo

sports Action Photo
Any non-portrait, game 
photo directly related to 
sporting events should be 
entered in this category. 
Photo may be in color 
even if published image 
was in black and white. 
Photos will be judged on 
both the quality of the 
photo and how it was 
used in the publication.

guidelines
•  effective cropping to center 

of interest 
•  clear, sharp details 
•  good, sharp contrast with 

varied levels of grays, black, 
and white or colors 

•  attracts, holds reader’s 
attention 

•  avoids distracting back/ 
foreground 

•  all elements in photo com-
bine with caption  
to tell story 

•  action, rather than posed 
photo 

•  captures dramatic moment

first place winners  
by division

1 Morgan Cook 
Novi

2 Paige MacCready 
Jackson

3 Miranda Mors 
Dexter

4 Sarah Spohn 
Laingsburg

M Joey Vangelderen 
Mona Shores MS

Morgan Cook, Novi high school

that’s easy; it’s not something that listens to your pain 
either. In short, it is a struggle, a struggle for power, 
nevertheless, with the right medical attention, attitude 
and support it becomes nothing more than something 
existed.
 I take Sarah Lim, a senior at North, as my role 
model. Talking to her has made me feel so confident and 
positive about this. To say she was an inspiration for me 
is an understatement. Sarah Lim was also diagnosed with 
Hodgkin’s Lymphoma and she was also treated at Royal 
Oak Beaumont. She remedied what the drugs could 
not. The hold that I had for so long was filled; someone 
finally understood exactly what I was going through. 
Not only did she give me advice, she also encourages 
me to push forward and never give up. Seeing someone 
succeed towards the same goal I have for myself is really 
empowering.
 Starting school, I wasn’t sure if I could cope with 
everything. My head sunk into a deep abyss for a while 
as I bubble-wrapped my thoughts: I was taking 3 APS, 
what about the ACT/SAT? “Lucky” for me, I happen to 
be very stubborn and I refused to let Lymphoma alter 
my schedule and my plans. I had to sacrifice many things 
for Cancer but what I wanted to accomplish with my 
life was not going to be one of them. I kind of regret 
it now; I feel bad for my teachers for having to put up 
with me. Two Fridays of every month, I would be in 
school and instead stay overnight at the Pediatric Section 
of Beaumont. Due to this and my many others absent 
days when I was not feeling well, I have been behind 
in some subjects. They have just been so supportive, 

understanding and encouraging, I cannot thank them 
enough. Almost every single one of my teachers has 
offered to do everything in their power to help me 
through this. North Farmington truly has an amazing 
staff.
 It’s easy to laugh about it now. In fact, if I don’t 
laugh it off, I feel weighed down. It’s not an easy thing 
to understand. I know I probably sound insane to most 
people. This is no laughing matter. If one of my friends 
or someone I knew came up and told me that they had 
Cancer and were laughing it off, I would think they’re 
insane too. But honestly, treating it as something I’m just 
going through like junior year or something temporary 
is what gets me through each and everyday. Would it be 
any easier if I sat in a corner did nothing and was quiet 
with no spark of life? No. you would think that having 
cancer would make someone more pessimistic but for 
me it has just been quite the opposite. I was never a 
pessimist but I was definitely not an optimist. I was not a 
glass half full or a glass half empty person, I was the glass 
is just there person. This experience ahs really given me 
the glass is half full perspective. cancer has really opened 
my eyes, I am so thankful for everything in my life from 
my amazing friends, to my family, to have so much, I am 
truly blessed. Little things don’t seem to bother me as 
much anymore. I’ve learnt to accept things for what they 
are and truly not give up. The whole experience has also 
forced me to do things to the best of my capability and 
cherish every single break I take.
 It’s funny, I started out hating my doctors but now 
they happened to be some of my favorite people. I possess a 

fighter, continued from page 20

see fighter, continued on page 40
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Sports Feature Photo

sports feature Photo
Any non-game action 
photo directly related to 
sporting events should be 
entered in this category. 
This would include 
reaction shots, crowd 
shots or other shots that 
capture the emotion 
and/or human interest 
angle associated with a 
sporting contest. Photo 
may be in color even if 
published image was in 
black and white. Photos 
will be judged on both 
the quality of the photo 
and how it was used in the 
publication.

guidelines
•  Effective cropping to center 

of interest
•  Clear, sharp details
•  Good, sharp contrast with 

varied levels of grays, black, 
and white or colors

•  Attracts, holds reader’s 
attention

•  Avoids distracting back/
foreground

•  All elements in photo com-
bine with caption to tell 
story

•  Action, rather than posed 
photo

•  Visually tells another side of 
a sports story, rather than 
game action

•  Is not posed

first place winners  
by division 

1 James Coller 
l’Anse Creuse North

2 Amanda Gloth 
Waterford Kettering

3 Sindu Kilaru 
Fenton

4 Amanda George 
Laingsburg

James Coller, l’Anse Creuse high school North
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Environmental Portrait

environmental 
Portrait
Photos in this category 
must show the personality 
and/or character of the 
people photographed. The 
photo should be posed, 
but show the subject 
in an environment that 
illuminates the character 
of the subject and gives 
insight into the subject’s 
personality. No more than 
two people should be 
featured in the picture. 
Sports portraits should be 
entered in this category. 
Photo may be in color 
even if published image 
was in black and white. 
Photos will be judged on 
both the quality of the 
photo and how it was used 
in the publication.

guidelines
•  effective cropping to center 

of interest
•  clear, sharp details
•  good, sharp contrast with 

varied levels of grays, black, 
and white or colors

•  attracts, holds reader’s 
attention

•  avoids distracting back/
foreground

• setting and props used for 
portrait gives insight into 
the subject(s)

•  emphasizes personality of 
subject(s) (no more than 
two in photo)

•  while photo is posed, 
subject(s) have a natural 
appearance

first place winners  
by division

1 Amani Young 
Grand Blanc

2 Abby Briggs 
Jackson

3 Kristie duve 
dexter

4 Sarah Spohn 
Laingsburg

M Jake Fogel 
West Hills MS

Kristie duve, dexter high school
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News/Feature Phototograph

News/feature 
Photo
Photos in this category 
should be non-portrait, 
non-sports photos based 
either on on-the-spot 
coverage of an event that 
had news value and time-
liness, or on the drama 
and emotion characteristic 
of features. Photos will be 
judged on both the qual-
ity of the photo as printed 
and how it was used in the 
publication.

guidelines
•  effective cropping to center 

of interest
•  clear, sharp details
•  good, sharp contrast with 

varied levels of grays, black 
and white or colors

•  attracts, holds reader’s 
attention

•  avoids distracting back/ 
foreground

•  all elements in photo com-
bine with caption to tell 
story

•  action, rather than posed 
photo

•  underscores news/feature 
importance

first place winners  
by division 

1 emily Blackburn 
Pioneer

2 Katie Raymond 
Traverse City Central

3 Mark Westdorp 
Plainwell

4 Sarah Spohn 
Laingsburg

M Gabi DeCoster 
Brownell MS

emily Blackburn, Pioneer high school
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Editorial Cartoon

MaKaila Wilson, Quincy high school

editorial Cartoon
This category includes 
only editorial cartoons. 
This cartoon appears 
on the editorial/opinion 
page. It makes a point and 
delivers commentary or 
opinion.

guidelines
•  appears on editorial page
•  simple in design
•  shows high technical quality
•  centered on one topic
•  timely
•  subject familiar to reader in 

everyday life
•  displays artistic talent
•  message succinctly stated

first place winners 
by division

1 Anderw Laitinen 
Wayne Memorial

2 Chelsee Smith, Jason 
Mitson, Adam Cole & 
Cydney Camp 
Wiley E. Groves

3 Mariya Poe 
Mason

4 Makaila Wilson 
Quincy

M Brendan Eathorne 
East Hills MS
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Comic Strip

Andrew laitinen, Wayne Memorial high school

first place winners  
by division

1 Andrew laitinen 
Wayne Memorial

2 Zach Lyons 
Jackson

3 Jarred Bratley 
Andover

4 Maranda Zimmerman 
Laingsburg

M Meghan Kulkarne 
East Hills MS

Comic strip
Each installment of a 
comic strip counts as a 
separate entry. The pur-
pose of the comic strip is 
to entertain.

guidelines
•  entertaining
•  simple in design
•  shows high technical quality
•  centered on one topic
•  timely
•  subject familiar to reader in 

his everyday life
•  displays artistic talent
•  message succinctly stated
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Illustration

Illustration
This category includes 
photo illustration, origi-
nal artwork or original 
computer artwork used to 
establish a theme or mood 
with the intent to enhance 
any news/feature/sports 
article. 

guidelines
•  clearly develops a theme or 

mood to enhance story
•  displays artistic talent within 

potential for expression 
using art, photography or 
computer

•  photos offer good, sharp 
contrast with varied levels of 
grays, black and white 

•  art shows knowledge of 
composition, line and shad-
ing

•  attracts, holds reader’s atten-
tion  

•  uses color, screens, typogra-
phy and detail effectively

•  sizes and placement draw 
reader’s attention to story 
without overwhelming con-
tent

•  shows thought and creativity

first place winners  
by division

1 Claire Donaldson and 
Dustin Chrysler (TIE) 
Stoney Creek and Grand 
Haven

2 Saarah Saghir and Sarah 
Sherman (TIE) 
HH Dow and Loy Norrix

3 James Simonds and 
Alexis Williams (TIE) 
Dexter and Northwest

4 Colleen O’Briend 
Community

M Meghan Korte 
Brownell Ms

Meghan Korte, Brownell Middle school
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Information Graphic

Information 
graphic
This category includes 
charts, graphs or diagrams 
created by hand or by com-
puter and used to  
supplement or replace 
written content and give 
the reader information in a 
visual form. 

guidelines
•  clearly enhances the story
•  visuals help clarify, simplify 

or visualize information
•  visually attractive
•  avoids excessive lines and/

or illustrations that might 
confuse the reader but 
shows effective detail

•  entertaining and/or infor-
mative

•  clear lines and even strokes 
as opposed to retraced or 
broken lines

•  taken advantage of art of 
computer technology 

•  uses color, screens, typog-
raphy and placement effec-
tively

first place winners  
by division

1 Nick Cruz 
stoney Creek

2 Liam Zanyk McLean 
HH Dow

3 Ashley DuBois 
Andover

4 Jessica Barnes 
Ithaca

M Katelyn Carney & Paige 
Swegles 
Brownell MS

Nick Cruz, stoney Creek high school
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Advertising Layout

Advertising layout
This category includes ads 
for which students have 
created the artwork or pho-
tography, written heads and 
copy and done the layout. 
Professionally created logos 
may be used. Ads should be 
attractive, informative and 
give all essential informa-
tion. This entry is a single 
advertisement, not a page of 
advertisements.

guidelines
•  copy provides desired infor-

mation
•  copy appropriate: concise, 

specific and fast moving
•  copy attempts to motivate 

the reader
•  illustrations/photos clear
•  parts of the ad assembled to 

give interesting  
appearance (balance)

•  gaze motion or eye move-
ment arranged properly

•  distinctive: simplicity, action, 
emphasis, color, photography

•  standing details attractively 
arranged (trademark, name, 
address)

first place winners  
by division

1 Nathan Laitinen 
Wayne Memorial

2 Nick Mulvaine 
Traverse City Central

3 Kelsi Caywood & Crystal 
snow 
sturgis

4 Joshua Newman 
Laingsburg

M Ulieonte Walker 
Bunker MS

Kelsi Caywood & Crystal snow, sturgis high school
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Front Page/News Magazine Style

front Page 
Magazine
Page contains nameplate 
and references to inside 
stories. Page generates 
reader interest and uses 
effective photos and/
or artwork. Page will be 
evaluated for overall use 
of space.

guidelines
•  attractive nameplate, 

harmonizes with design, 
includes date, issue, volume, 
school, city and state

•  cover should be  
considered work of art

•  strongly relates to the inside 
contents

•  maintains visual interest
•  cover illustration (if used) 

may be compelling in size 
with a possible teaser head-
line depicting the mood of 
the story

•  photos effectively cropped, 
of varied size, shape, 
emphasizing action

•  cover can refer readers to 
inside pages

first place winners  
by division

1 hannah zimmerman & 
erika Collin 
Midland

2 Emily Barnard 
Traverse City Central

3 Travis Stirewait 
Haslett

4 Colleen O’Brien 
Community

M Ashlyn Cross 
Mona Shores MS 
 

hannah zimmerman and erika Collin, Midland high school
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Front Page/Newspaper Style

front Page-
Newspaper
Page contains nameplate. 
No advertising used on 
this page. Page will be 
evaluated for content and 
design for overall use of 
space.

guidelines
•  attractive nameplate, harmo-

nizes with design, includes 
date, issue, volume, school, 
city, and state 

•  page generates reader inter-
est; showcases important 
content 

•  sound, journalistic style of 
writing 

•  maintains visual interest in 
lower half of page 

•  consistent use of headline 
styles/type faces 

•  photos effectively cropped, 
of varied size, shape, empha-
sizing action 

•  demonstrates effective 
graphic style, with graphic 
devices contributing to 
impact of page 

•  clear relationships demon-
strated between story and 
related pictures/art 

•  cutlines stand out from body 
copy; effective lead-ins used 
for longer cutlines

first place winners  
by division

1 Hannah Vallie 
Eisenhower

2 lindsay spagnuolo 
utica

3 Quincy McCalla 
Mason

4 Haley Fox & Kristin 
LeMarbe 
Mercy

M Staff 
West Hills MS

lindsay spagnuolo, utica high school
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Story Package

story Package
Content should be based 
on one significant topic 
built around a dominant 
story packaged with sec-
ondary stories. Does not 
need to be a true spread or 
full page design

guidelines
•  package generates reader 

interest; showcases strongest 
content 

•  one dominant story ele-
ment and graphic element, 
packages with secondary 
elements in form of stories/
graphic 

•  visual elements tie package 
together to create cohe-
siveness, even if package 
extends to another non-con-
secutive page or does not fill 
an entire page

•  graphic devices, if used, con-
tribute to overall impact of 
package  

•  design reflects effective 
graphic style, personality of 
publication 

•  consistent use of headline 
styles/type faces

•  content covers appropriate, 
timely issues/topics

•  stories written in sound, jour-
nalistic style

•  headlines get smaller in 
relation to importance of ele-
ments in package

first place winners  
by division

1 Austin reed & Jasmine 
Mims 
Novi

2 Corrina Bergeon 
HH Dow

3 Emily Darrow 
Dexter

4 Logan Lindsley, Megan 
Karney & Tyler Simmers 
Quincy

M Holly Fredericksen 
Mona Shores MS

Austin reed & Jasmine Mims, Novi high school
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Editorial-Opinion Page/Spread

editorial opinion 
Page/spread
Page will be evaluated for 
content and design. At least 
one editorial must appear 
on the page(s) entered. 
Other items may include 
columns, bylined  
opinion, polls, surveys, 
reviews, letter and cartoons. 
The masthead is normally 
on the opinion page. No 
advertising should appear 
on the editorial page, but 
may be used on the op-ed 
page.

guidelines
•  includes masthead with 

statement of responsibility 
for publication

•  graphic devices, if used, con-
tribute to overall impact of 
page

•  cartoon, illustrations are 
attractive, understandable, 
using shadings/ screenings

•  design reflects effective 
graphic style, personality of 
publication

•  opinion supported by facts, 
research and examples

•  ads not included on editorial 
page

•  strong visual center of inter-
est

•  consistent use of headline 
styles/type faces

•  editorial should be unsigned 
but clearly identifiable 
through standing heads and 
page ID, column width and/
or type size.

•  content covers appropriate, 
timely issues/topics

•  stories written in sound, jour-
nalistic style

first place winners  
by division

1 Christina Leininger, Kira 
Bucksbaum & Kristie 
Robinson 
Stoney Creek

2 Meg Cole & sydney smith 
utica

3 Staff 
Fenton

4 Jordan Siden 
Community

M Staff 
Brownell MS

Meg Cole & sydney smith, utica high school
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elaina Weber, Mercy high school

Feature Page/Spread

feature Page/
spread
Pages will be evaluated 
for content and design. 
Content may be based on 
a single story, a package of 
related stories, or diverse 
feature stories. Advertising 
may or may not in incorpo-
rated into the page design.

guidelines
•  page generates reader inter-

est; showcases strongest 
content

•  strong visual center of inter-
est; page maintains visual 
interest throughout

•  consistent use of headline 
styles/typefaces; special 
types restricted to unique 
packaging of a single ele-
ment

•  photos effectively cropped, 
of varied size, shape, empha-
sizing action

•  demonstrated effective 
graphic style with graphic 
devices contributing to 
impact of page

•  clear relationships demon-
strated between story and 
related pictures, art

•  content reflects student 
interest

•  stories written according to 
sound journalistic style

first place winners  
by division

1 Zachary Ahlstrom 
Eisenhower

2 Ayanna Allen 
Forest Hills Central

3 Chelsea Allen 
Mason

4 elaina Weber 
Mercy

M Jay McWhinnie, Tazaria 
Burton, Taylor Chesebaro & 
Staff 
Bunker MS
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sports Page/spread
Pages will be evaluated 
for content and design. 
Content is restricted to 
sports. Advertising may or 
may not be included on 
these pages.

guidelines
•  avoids sports jargon,   cliches 

• strong visual center of inter-
est; visually attractive top and 
bottom 

•  demonstrates knowledge of 
subject 

•  consistent use of headline 
styles/typefaces; head sizes 
indicate importance of story

•  cutlines stand out from body 
copy; effective lead-ins used 
for longer  
cutlines 

•  graphic devices and ads, if 
used, contribute to impact of 
page, are attractively pack-
aged, and encourage reader-
ship 

•  clear relationship between 
story and related pictures/ 
art; potential for each story to 
draw readers 

•  photos effectively cropped, 
of varied size, shape, and 
emphasizing action 

•  page design reflects person-
ality, contributes to attractive-
ness of page

first place winners  
by division

1 Nick Cruz, Alexandra 
Zurkan & Brooke Meharg 
Stoney Creek

2 Alex Maroof & Julia Davis 
Utica

3 Ashley duBois, Will Neef 
& Tessa leWitt 
Andover

4 Logan Lindsey, Sasha 
Burnett, Luke Wiser & 
Aaron Cutler 
Quincy

M Staff 
West Hills MS

Sports Page/Spread

Ashley duBois, Will Neef and Tessa lewitt, Andover high school
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News Page/Spread

News Page/spread
Pages will be evaluated 
for content and design. 
Content is restricted to 
news. Advertising may or 
may not be included on 
these pages.

guidelines
•  most important story is in 

top half of page
•  graphic devices, if used, con-

tribute to overall impact of 
page

• design reflects effective 
graphic style, personality of 
publication

•  strong visual center of inter-
est

•  consistent use of headline 
styles/type faces

•  content covers appropriate, 
timely issues/topics

• stories written in sound, 
journalistic style

• headlines get smaller as 
they go down the page

first place winners  
by division

1 Lucas Wilder & Samantha 
Van Hoef 
Grand Haven

2 Anthony Imbrunone & 
Kassidy devolder 
utica

3 Rebecca Cena 
Mason

4 Jordan Siden 
Community

M Staff 
West Hills MS

Anthony Imbrunone & Kassidy devolder, utica high school
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Entertainment Page/Spread

first place winners  
by division

1 Soojin Chun, Danielle 
Blessing & Rachel Shutter 
Stoney Creek

2 Dylan Hamilton & Melissa 
Kwiatowski 
Utica

3 Dexter Stevens 
Dexter

4 Jessica Barnes 
Ithaca

M Staff 
West Hills MS

guidelines
•  page generates reader inter-

est; showcases strongest con-
tent

•  strong visual center of inter-
est; page maintains visual 
interest throughout

•  includes logos/labels to sepa-
rate types of entertainment 
(books, videos, music, etc)

•  consistent use of headlines 
styles/typefaces; special types 
restricted to unique packag-
ing of a single element

• photos effectively cropped, of 
varied size, shape, emphasiz-
ing action

•  demonstrates effective graph-
ic style with graphic devices 
contributing to impact of 
page

• clear relationships demon-
strated between story and 
related pictures, art 

• cutlines stand out from body 
copy; effective lead-ins used 
for longer cutlines

• content reflects student inter-
ests

• stories written according to 
sound journalistic style

entertainment Page/
spread
Pages will be evaluated 
for content and design. 
Content is restricted to 
features and news dealing 
with entertainment (music, 
plays, movies, reviews). 
Advertising may or may not 
be included on these pages.

Jessica Barnes, Ithaca high school
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Photo Story

first place winners  
by division

1 deMarco havard & lewis 
Thomas 
grosse Pointe south

2 Loreen Sarkis 
North Farmington

3 Chelsea Chamberlain 
Plainwell

4 Emily Cieciwa 
Laingsburg

M Alejandro Solis & Samantha 
Evens 
Bunker MS

guidelines
•  page includes at least three 

or four photos on related 
theme

•  headline and cutlines are 
evident

•  byline is included
•  copy, if used, is well-written 

and appropriate
•  photos are of good quality
•  dominant photo is evident
•  pictures work together to 

tell the story 

Photo story
A photo story would 
include the use of at least 
three or four photos on 
a related theme to tell 
a story. It must include 
headline and captions and 
may include copy. Judging 
will be on the overall 
impact of the contests and 
layout. Submit tear sheet 
only.

By deMarco havard and lewis Thomas, grosse Pointe south high school
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Professionally Published Page

Professionally 
Published Page
Page has be to published 
in a professional newspa-
per. Send complete page. 
Page will be judged on 
stories, design and pho-
tography.

guidelines
•  shows balance of news, 

sports, feature, opinion, in-
depth

•  presents evidence of good 
design (modular, dominant 
element, visually appealing, 
etc.)

•  page is clearly identified as 
school/student page

•  flag is evident with name of 
school, address, date, etc.

•  distinctive style is apparent
•  editorial is placed in a dis-

tinctive location on page
•  consideration of audience 

is evident (relevant topic, 
issues covered)

first place winners by 
division

1 Kaila Pietila 
hartland

2 Lindsay Spagnuolo 
Utica

3 Emily Darrow 
Dexter

Kaila Pietila, hartland high school
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new level of understanding and respect for them. Working 
in the Oncology department, they see many cancer patients, 
most younger than me, some even at the age of 7 months. 
If they aren’t indifferent, if they were over sympathetic 
like I wanted that day, getting cured would not be easy. 
Doctors Amanullah, Jamil and Main along with the other 
nurses and hospital staff want the patients to get better 
almost immediately and never come back. They form a 
special bond with the patient, and if not for them I don’t 
know where I would be. They are also next to me on the 
battlefield, fighting right along. Taking turns holding me up 
through it all. We are so close now, we joke around, and we 
share stories. I never thought I would share a bond for life in 
the making with any doctor I ever had.
 I’m sure a lot of people are wondering why I’m going 
so public about this. Why share my life story when I could 
just go on pretending and survive unnoticed? “Make a 
Difference”, these words have changed me forever and 
define many of my actions. Two years ago, I realized that 
I didn’t want to just be another person out of 6 billion 
and counting’ I didn’t want to just live, have faming and 
then just die. I wanted to stand for something, fight for 
something, and actually make a difference. I feel I have 
been given the ultimate opportunity for this. Even if I can 
get one person to smile, think more positive, help someone 
out, or help someone out with a similar journey than it’s 
worth it. If I can get one person to respect someone who’s 
fighting any kind of battle, it’s more than enough for me.  
We all have problems and battles. All of us have to make 

decisions to trudge through the rain and make it to the 
sunlit path. Every ordinary person has had their share of 
misfortunes and unexpected grievances but not giving up 
through it all is what makes them extraordinary. As one of 
my favorite English teacher claims, “Nothing is absolute.” 
There are many situations, which we have no control over, 
but I think the one things we always have control over is 
our response; our response can always be to show power. 
You define the fight. You are going to get what you put in, 
any problem, any battle any fight, you define the journey, 
the loss and the outcome. If you give your heart and soul, 
one day you will get there, just for being a fighter.
 Thus began my journey as a fighter, and I’m still on 
it. I don’t think even in my life, it’ll end and after all this 
I’m not sure if I want it too. I had to completely cope 
with everything that just happened, mentally, socially, 
and physically. I felt like my individual identity was 
morphing into the definition of cancer. And that was 
my biggest fear then, was that people would treat me 
differently because of what I was now. Someone with 
cancer. Just saying out loud, it disgusted me, cancer. 
Sounded so repulsive, a disease. What I didn’t realize 
initially, was I was still me. I was still Ais Murali, I was 
still a junior, I was still somebody who enjoyed reading 
books, photography and hanging with friends. I was still 
the exactly same. Just because I was fighting through 
something, doesn’t mean the fight becomes who I am. 
Even though I am a survivor now, I still consider myself a 
current fighter. You define the fight. 

fighter, continued from page 21

Courage  , continued from page 14
exactly what they gonna do, how they gonna do it,  how it’s 
gonna turn out, so I just move myself away from them things 
I don’t want to go through. You know people begin to tell 
you things and you said, ‘yeah here’s another lie.’ It’s all lies 
all the time, it’s never the truth. They ain’t never gonna be 
real,” said Carter.
 When it comes to his daily life, Carter believes looking 
forward is not enough. “You’ve got to have good peripheral 
vision. With me, I watch everything and everybody. I could 
be talking to you and be watching somebody up there. I’m 
just like that, just wide focus.”
 Carter has begun to rebuild his life. He works everyday 
around Barton Hills on Huron River Drive and spends 
frequent hours riding his bike around Ann Arbor. “I just been 
lookin’ at people. It’s amazing how I began to explain to them 
[what his case was about], they would be like ‘wow fo real?’ 
and I would be like really, fo real. It happened,” said Carter.
 Since released from jail, Carter enjoys the little things 
that most people would describe as tedious task. He enjoys 
paying his taxes and his bills. “I think it’s fun and I get a 
kick out of it. I am always prompt and punctual and that’s 

basically what I like to do,” said Carter.
 As for his future, Carter sees a healthy and successful 
outcome. He believes that educating adolescents in high 
schools is the key to preventing them from heading in the 
wrong direction. “I want to be able to get out to some of 
those schools and all those pranksters, I want to tell them off. 
‘You need to stop being such a prankster and start going to 
school, get a job, wife and settle down, try to help someone 
else and pull someone up.’… I want to look at them guys, 
the young guys 16, 17 years old who think they all that. And 
then they be confronted with me. To tell them that you ain’t 
all that. You a knucklehead,” said Carter.
 He knows how much he has to offer to the rest of the 
world with all he has been through. “That’s my thang, that’s 
what I want to do. I want to give back to society rather 
than taking from society.” Carter realized that he still has 
bountiful years of life to live. “I’m trying to put a safety net 
around me so I can be reliable, on point, a model to show 
other generations I can roll with yall. I don’t do crazy stuff.”
 Ed Carter was an innocent man in jail for 35 years. He 
is now free. 


